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Ontario Department of Agriculture.

ONTARIO AGR'CULTURA.L COLLEGE

Experiments in Hatching and Rearing Chickens.

By W. R. Graham, Poultry Manager and Lecturer.

For a number of years the Poultry department has been endeavoring

to locate the cause or causes for the large losses of young chickens, par-

ticularly of those hatched artificially. Numerous visits have been made
to farms where chicks were being grown Loth naturally and artificially.

The most casual observer would have noticed that, upon the average, the

chickens hatched naturally were more thrifty and vigorous. I have often

seen, however, some choice chicks that were hatched by the artificial

means, and also a few chicks hatched by hens that were far from first-

class. In a general way, nearly all large poultry farms that I have visited,

where i,ooo, or even say 500, chickens are hatched annually, there

was a very heavy death rate, so heavy as to render the business unpro-
fitable. The death rate among chicks hatched artificially, when there is

not more than one hundred hatched, is proportionately not so heavy, so

far as I can judge from correspondence and observation ; yet even among
these growers, numerous complaints are made, and the average mortality

is very serious. The questions to my mind are as follows

:

(a) Is artificial incubation to blame? If so, wherein does it differ

from natural incubation?

(b) Is the heavy mortality due to inferior breeding stock?

(c) Are the methods of feeding and brooding the causes of the trouble ?

All the questions have to be considered seriously, and it is very diffi-

cult to separate them so as to be positive that one and only one is influ-

encing the results. Therefore the writer would ask the reader to care-

fully consider the methods of selecting eggs for incubation, as well as the

methods of feeding and brooding the chickens, before drawing conclusions

as to incubation. Many of these experiments, if not all, will have to he

duplicated for a number of years.

In taking up the question' of how a hen hatches eggs, we at once

felt the necessity of a careful study in every detail, and to do this we
asked the co-operation of the departments of Physic* and Chemistry.

The work done by these departments is given in th" 1 bulletin. What
may be termed the practical work, or that which ma oe done by any
poultrymar. who will take the trouble, was done by the Poultry depart-

ment.



The expenments were commenced in the summer of 1906 and were

'tS^'^.*!."'?'!.
'".-*''* ^'""'' '**P°^ °' *•»« College. The experiments of

1906 mdicated that a hen was a better hatcher than an incubator, and
that so far as we had learned, she differed from incubators in having less
evaporation of the tgg content, and in having a much higher amount of
carbonic acid gas in the air immediately surrounding the eggs. Last
year we kept no detailed record of the mortality of the chicks. The July
and August chickens lived and grew fairly well. This may have been
due to the fact that the machines of 1906 were washed with a solution of
zenoleuni, mainly for the reason that they then looked cleaner and had
less of the incubator odor. We thought the good results obtained were
due to the fresher air of the incubator room, but as the same room and
many of the same machines were used this year, we cannot maintain the
idea as beme correct.

We have this season tried to make the conditions in the machines
more like those found under the hen. It will be noticed in the tables that
we have operated nearly all the makes of incubators, at times, different
to the manufacturers' directions ; hence, one should not judge a machine
by these results.

Eggs Used for Hatching.

It is a well known fact that eggs vary in their power of hatching.
Some eggs are infertile ; some are fertilized, but the germ is so weak that
it dies early in the period of incubation ; others reach practically the hatch-
ing stage and then die. The power of hatching is influenced by breeding,
feeding, housing, etc. Where one proposes to follow the vitality of- chicks
or even to consider any nhase of the incubation or rearing problems, it

becomes necessary to have eggs as nearly alike as possible ; hence, v e
have used in nearly all the experiments, eggs laid by the same individual
hens. We have been trap-nesting over 500 hens and have used such e^tjgs
«i this work. We have also used shuffled eggs which were pur-
chased from outside sources. By shuffled eggs is meant, simply, a com-
mon box or basket of ^gs such as would be gathered from an ordinary
flock.

The tables which follow give the results obtained from the individual
eggs, with the exception of the mortality column, which gives the mortality
of the chicks from all sources. The results obtained from the shuffled
eggs are omitted for the reason that we failed to get anywhere near an
equal division of the eggs as to fertility, etc. We regret that the results
should be so. We tried many methods of mixing and separating the
eggs with the results as above mentioned. The mortality of the chicks
from both kinds of tggs was very nearly the same ; therefore, there was
no necessity of separating the deaths from each kind of eggs.

If the method of incubating has no effect upon vitality, and the same
hen's eggs are in each machine, then the chicks should live in nearly the
same proportions, provided that the brooding, feeding, and care are the
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same. On the other hand, should there be a considerable variation in

mortality with brooding, feeding, etc., alike, we must then come to the

conclusion that the method of incubating influences the chick's vitality.

The incubators used were divided into three groups in order that we
might set a number of machines each week throughout the natural hatch-

ing season. Later in the season these groups were somewhat broken up.

In many instances hens were set upon eggs laid by the same indi-

viduals as those used in the machines. We tried to have a number (if

hens to set at the same time we set the incubators, but owing to a short-

age of "cluckers" we were not always able to do so. VVe give a table

which shows the results as obtained from each method of incubating and
brooding.

Fig. 1.—The Experimental Incubator Room.

Incubators Used in These Experiments.

Chatham Incubator. Manufactured by the Chatham Incubator Co.,

, 13 Chatham, Ont. This machine is classed under the radiant type of machine,
and can be operated with or without moisture. There are moisture pans
sent out with each machine.

Peerless Incubator. Manufactured by the Lee-Hodgins Co.,
Pembroke, Ont. This is a hot water machine and, according to the
manufacturer's directions is to be operated without moisture.



"'arson Incubator. Manufactured In EnRland and sold bv Soratf.

water type. It has an updraft circulation of air. which makes !t In tw.

irtE±h"ine'''"«li?""; ^''•" •^"'•'"^- -i^«ure".t" ^b^"uid'in thia machine, according to the manufactjirer'a direction*.

TorJft^'l„!rB*»'r '?;«"«'««*"''«« by "the Model Incubator Co.. «f

ThT^.^..?-.? *^\ ^.^'' '" ^°' "' ""bine of the diffusion yp^The manufacturer', direction, call for th,- machine to be operated with^moisture. It d.ffer, from the Cypher, incubator in that thrbJtJom of themachme is slatted. There are other differem^es. but the«= are not ..!

Bi.H2^'"rJj!!"'^'"^'"
'^«""[«<;'"'ed by the Cypher. Incubator Co..

^ a:
/[bew machines are of the hot air diffusion type, and are .udI

hto 1he°two"t^."'?°"* """T- ^' '"'''' ^'^''''^«* S^ machine: ^T.
^Sk^ ?J^"'

.^"°*" "* "'*' '905 and 1906. The 1906 nachine 's

Prairie State Incubator. Manufactured by the Prairie State Incu-

t^^' one' ^r^' "^1' ^' • ^^^•^- ^' ^''^^ machine, we have two

™JSl„r M w" " *''* ^P*'" ^"^ " P™'"* State, which is a radiant

f3 ««: . **°"*i":*=
P"".» «5« «nt.O"t with these machines, so that mois-

Th! ?^ P ?*•'' '"''""***' *«"«"»'*!««• Tbi» "machine has a cloth bottom.

m.lJ^- ""'*'v.?
*** '" '""^wbat different in design from any other

^~r u ^
mfhine IS a combination of the radiant and the diffiusion

types. It also has a large moisture pan in the bottom, and the ventila-
tion IS somewhat different from most other makes. These machines are
to ue operated with moisture accordinir to the manufacturer's directions.

r^JS'^A^^J'^i'^^^V-
^*.«""fa<:t"'-ed by the Cortland Incubator Co..

Cortland. N.Y.. U.S. A. This is a diffusion incubator with a large mois-
ture pan in the bottom of the machine.

1 '^"'""^J"'^"^"''"'-
Manufactured by the Climax Incubator Co.. Cas-

torland, N.Y. This machine is somewhat of a combination of the radiantand diffusion type. It is practically an open bottom incubator, but has
sent with It a large moisture pan to be used in the bottom of the machine
If the operator so desires.

I
.^''"'''""'"* Hatcher. Manufactured by the Hacker Incubator Co.. St.

LOUIS. Mo. This machine is different in design from any of the others.
Ventilation is by diffusion. The air passes through the side walls of the
incubator, which are made of cloth. With this incubator there is a limited
supply of moisture.

Of the makes mentioned, nearly all of the machines are of about 100egg capacity. Bj his, we mean that they may vary in capacity from
100 to 140 eggs. The 1906 Cyphers, Peeriess. and Continuous Hatcher
are 200 tgg machines. The Continuous Hatcher and the Climax incu-



baton were received late in the season, so could not be included in earlier

trials. We are not prepared to state what thjsc machines may do in the

way of hatching or in the production of normal chickens earlier in the

reason.
. • . j -.u .

We have tried operatinjr ncarlv all the mcubators with and without

moisture Had we all of the incubators of one m-ke or one type we could

have given more satisfactory results as rcf^ards methods of operating

incubators to decrease the mortality in the chicks. We have not had in

every instance what would be cll^d a check machine in each series.

While the results appear to point iticigly *"> 'avor of the use of certain

materials in the way of decreasing the death rate of youngr chicks, yet

these results would be far more satisfactory had we had check machines

in each series. . j
The tables ffiven will indicate what each of the machines has done

for us in our incubator room. Those who have not had any serious

mortality in incubator chickens may not have to pay much attention to

the preventives sujfjrested here, but my observation has led me to believe

that sooner or later, practically all operators ha-e troublo in rearing'

incubator chkkens.

Ophratino the M.uhinf.s.

Our aim was to operate the machines so that the chicks would bepin

hatching on the night of the twentieth day. Our experience with hens

was that they would average to begin hatching at this time. The machines

were run at a temperature of ioo«> to loi", with a clinical thermometer

lying on the top of the eggs. A record was kept of the temperatures,

also of the temperatures as indicated by the hang-up thermometer. In

some makes of incubators it was necessary the first week to run the hang-

up thermometer at 1050 .oget ioo» on the eggs. With the temperature

at ioi» and very little airing, except that given while the eggs were being

turned, we seldom failed to get the hatch off on time. The temperature

the first ten days wp« Msually a little under ioi<», and the last ten days

nearly 1020. It war ;ult, at times^ to keep up the temperature at the

beginning of the h^ ..i, and equally as troublesome to keep it down

toward hatching time.

The eggs were turned twice daily after the third day and were tested

on the ninth day. No test was made after thi.c We ceased turning th^

eggs on the seventeenth dav when moisture was used, and pans used m

the bottom of the machines were removed on the night of the ni.^eteenth

day or the morning of the tvyentleth.

Brooding.

Two makes of brooders have been used in brooding the chickens : the

Prairie State Universal Ht er and Out-door Brooder, and the In-door

and Out-door Model. MoA of the brooding has been done with the Uni-

versal Hovers, as we had more of ' lem. It may be stated ncre that we



Chick, firifi^b?' "^^ '" •'' •"" "*"• "<

^">ni each machSlU •^•. °'" *'»« «••* be not hi ^'^ •'"**• ««» »h;.t

^^^^^^^^^^^^
not >n any .„y ^^^^^^

lir fEEDi.SG.

most grower? ^I ^''T ^ P'^" of fetlin^ m.-
ens wfre groi„„'j°;'d like to call a,V'„"^^';^ ,,^"

'^ easily be used by
^e ^et in January fI;?'^"

^"'^ "«' --nder hot-ho.J"*" '5?* '^^'^ <=hick^
be ^iven is „ors^;ii^aetor7^^"^. " '^^''•- a"d 'uXrThfT"^' T'' -"ot R-et sufficient exe S:;"

'^'- "'"' •• -e. mainlyt:;„t tt"cSS;"^^°



r ij I
"^ ^^"^ u»ually placed in ihc hroudcrt when fortyHri|fht houri

old, but a few were put in when nearly tweisty-four hour* old,

I

The plan of fecdinR was somewhat an ft tlowg : A cUnn, wide board
wa« placed near the hover, on which wa* «K-ultered chick food, either
Furma or Model. On the board wa« also a fountain oi water. Thii food
waa kept in constant supply for about three days, and the chicks were
confined close to the hover; thus we did not risk any chance of them
•traymg away*in a comer and becomini; chilled. About the fourth day
the chick ftxxl was scattered in rut hny so u<i to jjct the chicks to work, the

Fig. S.—Growing Chickens in the Cornfleld.

run near the hover being gradually enlarged li.iv by day. Ihcy nearly
always took to this kindly. We now ceased feeui.i^' the chick f.>od from
the board, but placed a trough of dry mash before them for an hour, two
or three times a day. This mash was composed of bran, shorts, oatmeal,
cornmeal and beef scrap of equel parts by measure, with the exception of
the cornmeal, of which we use double the quantity of any other food. We
aimed to give the chicks from the start all the green food they would eat,
consistmg of lettuce and sprouted grains. The former was grown espe-
cially for the late hatched chicks, and what was fed the earlier ones was
largely refuse from the garden. I believe it would pay most poultrymen
to grow a little lettuce for the young chicks. When the chicks reached



Fig. 4. - White Wyandotte chicks at about twoweeks of agr/ A healthy chick at (he back,and three white diarrhtea chicks at the front

Fig. S.-Apparatusand methotls of studying Natural Incubation.

(8]
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!!irS! l*?i,"^!!S"' **^' *:• "^'-"y lubstltuted for the chick food.

k^lSt,^!i *^/"'T 2"u?"* "^^ "" '«• '^^ '"^PP*"' o' otherwisekept constantly in front of them.
The April chickens were fed more in the litter because they could notget out of doors as weU owing to bad weather.

Why Cbrtain Matbkuli We«b Uibd in thb Incubators.

_
Early in the winter we were looking for some method by which toT^^ "^"^ *°"*^ ^ incubators. The idea was suggLted to usthat by the use of a species of bacteria which produces lafge quantities

wFir^ S*^ * ^ t^J"* ^^^ '^^'^ <^»o"<'« i" sufficient quantities,

^w^rf'l??
.from the Bacteriological Laboratory a culture which woSd

Kil. I
^ Z!!^^ 15* "^l""*

was said to be one of the most gassytaown. In order to produce the carbon dioxide this culture was SSZwith nuK and the milk renewed every four days during the period ofinrubat^. We next conridered whether sweet milk would be bettertiiwsour milk or whether whole milk would be superior to skim-milk.

™illc wr?.°^"*^ machines with whole milk, skim-mUk, and butter-

was u,^wSr »l!!^* r'''!.'""'.i^**
''*^ '^" °I^"*«*' '^''*« buttermilkWM used^with the carbon dioxide starter and where buttermilk only has

•n. ^^ "f^ stvenl post^orUm examinations of incubator chick-

Zlhrl k"!.*^":;^^^ conditions, we were of the opinion that this

A^ • .ut
^'^t""?* d«?e*se. Not then having results of all the workdone in the Bacteriological Uboratory, we thought it would be a^se

j;S*rh»*l±'°''*^.*ir.?"°"-
We had^two common dislnf^

Se s^n^tr*^™ chlonde and zenoleum. The incubator, during
tfie second hatch were washed with a lo per cent, solution of zenoleu^

thermometer, the top, the bottom and the sides, were thoroughly scrubbedwith this solution. While the machine was stil wet, the ^gfwerl plaSdon Ae trays and started. Practically the same method w5^uJd wiKmereunc chlonde, with the exception that we endeavored to use it much

ZZiTi- w *^.* woodwork than upon the metal parts of the maSNo other disinfectants have been tried. Possibly other carbolic or creosoticompounds would give equally as good or even better results WeT^
Hne i^r!!!??,;""'

"°'" ?* ?"*'' *'' y"^' *° '"•*"^'' out from this oneUne. TheoreticaUy, several other compounds should be as good. One
?Iw ^P*™*:^* experimenters reports excellent results on the use of

irl?. ll^t' .
" ^"^^ f^^ ^^ ^^'t «^ood results from creolin. These

trials are the outcome of a knowledge of our unpublished results. When^jjng poultry plants a few years ago, the writer, along wiA iTh"BaWwm, of Toronto, and F. C. Elford. of Macdonald College, were ledto beheve from observation that a strong odor of lamp fumeT ii an incu-bator room was IHcdy to produce a chick low in vitality. A test or^was made at this College with dry machines operated in smaU rooms' «^
f BULL. 168
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the results appeared to point to a weakness in chicks so hatched. I was

never satisfied with these tests, and this year having machines from which

the lamp fumes could be piped direct from the lamp of one machine to the

intake of any other, we thought it wise to try and see what the result

would be. We possibly lost a portion of the fumes and no doubt intro-

duced some air from the room, but we did succeed in introducing sufficient

lamp smoke to turn white eggs about the color of smoked ham, and the

machine had a strong odor of lamp smoke. Needless for me to say that

the results so far are a surprise.

General Symptoms of What is Commonly Called White Diarrhcea

IN Young Chicks.

When chicks are about twenty-four to ninety-six hours old, they

resemble one another very much in appearance, with the exception that

we have noticed that hen-hatched chickens and chickens hatched in moist

incubators were longer in the down or looked larger and fluffier. The

trouble generally begins about the fifth day. Some of the chicks will have

a thin, white dischai^e from the vent ; the chick is not active, it has a

sleepy look, and the head appears to settle back towards the body. One

would think the chick was cold or in great pain. Some of the chickens

get in the warmest spot under the hover; others have intense thirst. The

white discharge from the vent is not always present. The chicks may

die in large numbers between the fifth and tenth days, or there may be a

gradual dropping oflF each day until they are perhaps six weeks of ago. The

disease kills some quickly; others linger for a week or more. A few

chicks appear to recover, but seldom, if ever, make good birds ;
they are

small, unthrifty, and are good subjects for roup or any other epidemic to

which chickens are subject.

To the ordinary observer a post-mortem examination will reveal the

following conditions : The lungs will usually show white spots on Ihem

;

these are generally seen on the side of the lungs next to the ribs. The

white spots are generally quite hard and cheesy. These spots are not

always present, but from our examinations I would judge they are m fifty

per cent, of the cases. I have seen these in chicks on every poultry farm

that use incubators where I have been this year. Some lungs have no

white spots, but are red, sometimes fleshy. These, in our experience, are

not very common unless the chickens get chilled.

The yolk is often hanj and cheesy. It varies greatly ; some yolks are

of a gelatinous nature or almost like the white of the eggs ;
others are

hard and cheesy and very yellow in color, and sometimes are greatly

inflamed; other yolks appear like a custard that has curdled, and tlrese

have usually a very offensive odor. The caeca, or blind intestine, is fre-

quently filled with a cheesy substance.

We have written notes on 463 posl-mortems held between April and

August, 1907. It may be interesting to know what are the general con-
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ditions as found in these chicks. If we tabulate the results as to thecommon condition found—t.e., cheesy spots in the lungs, non-absorbed
yolks and hardened or cheesy accumulations in the caca—we found 207
chicks had cheesy spots in their lungs, 138 had hardened yolks, and 113
had abnormal caeca. Again, if we take a combination of the conditions
found where the lungs, yolk, and caeca are abnormal, we find 102 in this
class

;
where the lungs and yolk are diseased there are 164.

Notes on Table III.—Hens vs. Incubators.

958 eggs were set in the machines, and 430 chicks were hatched or
45-5 per cent, of the eggs set.

335 eggs were set under hens, and 196 chicks hatched, or <;8 e oer
cent, of the eggs set.

o 3 f

As the same hens' eggs were used in each method the hen has the
advantage, and had she not been in cramped quarters for a portion of the
hatches her hatches would have been larger.

It will be noticed that the mortality of the chicks hatched on May nth
was very high. I think that the mortality was not, entirely, due to incuba-
tion. With this hatch, we decided to mark and weigh each chick from
••ach egg. To do this we used pedigree trays of our own design. Each
hen's eggs on the nineteenth day of incubation were placed in a separate
•ximpartment. and the tray put in a machine. This, of course, makes all
hut one egg from each hen finished in a machine. With this particular
machine we ran the temperature very high, and kept it there until the
chicks were over 24 hours old. These chicks panted very much. They
began dying about the usual time, and had the usual symptoms. My
personal opinion is that if the chicks pant very much in a machine, they
are likely to have a heavy death rate.

Pedigree and weight records were not kept of the April chicks, but
were of all others with the exception of the hatch of May 6th. Where the
mortality of the chicks hatched by machines, as given in the above table,
is different from that given for the entire machine in another table, the
mortality here given applies only to the chicks from the eggs laid by the
same hens as those set under hens.

Hen-hatched chickens from eggs set Ju/y i8th siiflFered somewhat from
leg weakness. More mortality was due to this than any other cause.
The chickens were reared in a very small run, and were fed all they would
eat. or food was in front of them at all times. Had these chickens been
reared in an open field this difficulty might have been overcome. Thj
mortality of the chicks from machine No. 2 was practically all from the
common cause, bowel trouble, etc. The hens that were set in the incubator
hatched chickens on the average low in vitality, several of them showing
the usual symptoms of white diarrhoea. We have never hatched such
chickens, in any year, from hens setting on earth.

From what I observed of the chicks, those hatched from hens setting
on moist earth grew the best.
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Notes on Table IV.

—

Moisture Machines vs. Dry Machines.

The results from the 1907 Prairie State machines leave no room for

doubt that moisture increases the hatch and the vitality also.

In nearly every other make the results practically point in the same
direction. With the 1905 Cyphers the results are not very different, but
I would like to try moisture earlier in the season, and in parallel hatches,

as was done with the Prairie State machines.
With Prairie State machines, it will be noticed that the moisture

machine has less fully formed dead chicks in the shell, it hatches more
chickens, a higher per cent, of the fertile eggs, as well as a higher per
cent, of the total eggs set

There is a difference of 10.9 per cent, of the ^gs set, or 13. i per cent,

of the fertile eggs in favor of ^e use of moisture.

If a comparison be made between the two methods of operating as
to the percentage of live chicks to the ^gs set, we find that all the moist
machines average 35.9, or if we eliminate those in which the tarry com-
pound was used we have an average of 32.3, whereas all the dry machines
Ktve but 13.4, or eliminating the one in which the tarry compound was
used they then average 12. i, or, in other words, 100 ^gs hatched in the

machine when operated without moisture gave us 12. i dhicks alive at four
weeks of age, and 100 eggs hatched in the machine with moisture gave
lu 30.3 chicks alive at four weeks of age.

Buttermilk used in the moisture pan beneath the ^gs appears to add
vigor to the chicks. The buttermilk was changed every four or five days
in nearly all machines. I cannot account for the heavy mortality in the

1905 Cyphers set May 30th.

With the Cortland incubator, through some accident, the lamp went
out. The incubator room had several windows open and a gfust of wind
may have blown out the lamp. The chicks in this hatch I think were
chiUed. Buttermilk gives sufficient moisture in nearly all instances to

keep the evaporation nearly equal to that of a hen.

Whole milk supplied the moisture but did not increase the hatch or

the vitality of the chicks.

When zenoleum was used the vitality was very good.
As compared with buttermilk, one is led to believe that the acid of

the buttermilk has some action on the shell or contents, hence a chick
higher in vitality is produced.

Notes on Table V.

—

Machines Washed with a Ten Per Cent.
Solution of Zenoleum.

This substance evidently has some beneficial action, the exact nature

of which we do not know. The higfhest mortality, also the lowest, are

from dry machines. I would use this substance in every machine set, in

p.eference to anything we have used to date. It has worked satisfactorily

on one large poultry farm in New York State.
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NoTBS ON Tablb VI.

—

Machines in which Lamp Fumes and Carbon
Dioxide were Used.

The lamp fumes appear to do no harm from a vitality standpoint, but
rather increases vigor.

Lamp fumes do not increase the hatch, but decrease it. I would like
to test lamp fumes on many makes of machines at all seasons of the year
before venturing to say that they are beneficial.

We had hoped to show better results from the use of carbon dioxide,
and I do not consider the result so far as being at all final. We have not
yet. to my mind, secured the proper method of application.

Thus far it appears to be a factor in vitality more than m decreasing
the fully formed chicks dead in the shell.

The Model Incubator.

The heaviest mortality was from chicks hatched from the eggs set in
March. The machine was run dry, and the evaporation was the largest
of the seasion.

Washing the machine with a ten per cent, solution of zenoleum
appears to reduce the mortality or increase the vitality. The hatches
where the moisture was used are higher than where little or no moisture
was used. It is also evident that a large surface of water requires to be
exposed in order to check evaporation.

With the hatch of June 24th, the evaporation was not as great aa
early in the season, owing, I believe, to the interior of the machines being
practically saturated with moisture gathered from previous hatches when
moisture was used.

Buttermilk used as moisture produces fairly good chickens.

With this machine, as with others, some condition was present late in
the season that was absent early in the season, which increased the vigor
of the chicks.

Cyphers Incubators.

I have no suggestions or reasons to offer as to why the 1905 machine
gave much better results than the 1906 design.

The 1906 hatched better when moisture was used. The method of
applying the zenoleum was purely experimental, and led us to believe
that zenoleum required to be applied thoroughly before the eecs were
put in.

^*'

The chicks from the 1905 machine, when it was washed with zen-
oleum, were good, thrifty birds.
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The tue of buttermUk in this machine, so far, is not as satisfactory,

espedally from the vitality view.

The Peerless Incubator.

The introduction of moisture in thts machine appears to have been

beneficial, there being a higher hatch and fewer fully formed chicks dead

in the shell from the eggs set May nth than from another hatch. The

hatch following the one in which moisture was freely used, the evaporation

is not as great as in those ran earlier in the season. This, I believe, is

due. as in the case of the Model Incubator, to the absorption of water

by the interior surface of the hatching chamber and the evaporation of

the same in the hatch following.

When the machine was washed with zenoleum the chicks were good

healthy fellows.

Buttermilk used as moisture gave very good results.

The vitality was lowest early in the season.

I have no comments to make on any of the machines on this table

except the Hearson. The others have not been used a sufficient length of

time, and the results so far are very plain in the table.

The Hearson has some up-araft ventilation—not unlike a hen. This

may account for its hatching better chickens on the average than any

other make.

The use of buttermilk appeared to help the vitality when the machine

gave evidence of hatching inferior chicks.

Moisture was used in all hatches, so we cannot say what it would

do if run dry.

No record is given of the Chatham incubator. These machines were

used largely in the 1906 experiments, and to a somewhat limited extent

during the 1907 experiments. They usually worked well as compared to

other makes.
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Tabli VII, A CoMPAKuwif Of Mbthods or Hatching.

Earth nesta
Straw "
Ventilated nests 23
Rw""/,

;:
123

Crowded " 17J
All Hena '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.]'

299

Imcubatoks.

Buttermilk and zenoleam
Whole milk and "
Water, carbon dioxide and zenoleuiii
Water and zenoleum
' ttermilk
Water and carbon dioxide
Water only
Lamp fumes dry
Zenoleum dry
Skim-milk
Water, milk and zenoleum
Lamp fumes, water and zenoleum . .

.

Whole milk
Dry or no treatment

61

110
44

464
583:
129'

1,221

112:

327
330
83
61

353
1,406

8.2
17.3
13.6
16.11

18. 3I

20. ll

13.9
24.1
13. 1{

13.6!

12.0:

21. 3i

15 3
16.3!

19.7
10.0
11.3!

11.4!

10.0
7.8;

11.3:

14.3
13.7
13.0
14.5!

14.7
12 2

12.6

66.0 16.6

49.1 8.0
68.2 21.8
62.2 13.0
52.8 16.7
52.0 28.0
48.1 22.6
51.9 37.

•

38.4 16. 3:

47.4 32.2!

40 fi 26. Ij

32.5 15.3'

34.4 23.5!
48.7 52.3'

40. 7i 60.6

45.9
45.6

45.4]

44.0
37.4
37.2
32.7
32.1'

3.?.]'

3<).0
2*/.''

26.2
28.2
16.1

1

2
1

«
8
X
13
2
3
3
1

1

4
IS

Matters in General.

The eggs purchased from outside sources, which includes large
pdultry farms and the ordinary farm flock, did not h.ich chickens any
better than our own. When our chickens died when hatched in certain
incubators, the others died also. We received no eggs from any source
that were free or anywhere nearly free of the bcwel trouble, etc.We have not included the eggs from outside source in our tables for
hatches, because we failed to get a division of any lot that was uniform
as to fertihty, etc., and I believe that exact experimental work with in-
cubators can not be done unless the same hens' eggs are used in each
machine.

Some tests were made of putting the eggs under hens for one week
and then removing them to an incubator to finish hatching. Eggs were
also started in incubators for one and two weeks, and then finished under
hens. We also took eggs from the machines on the nineteenth day of
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incubation, and finished hatching with hens. Where eggs were finished

under hens from the nineteenth day of incubation, no improvement was

seen in the chickens. This was tried several times from several machines.

Eggs incubated one week under hens and finished by incubators gave

fairly good chicks, but eggs started in incubators for a week and finished

by the hen show practically no improvement over the eggs hatched for

the whole period in the machine.

This work appeared to indicate that the first portion of the hatch is

a very critical time, and every cart should be given at this period.

Table VIII.

Artificial Brooding.

Where HaU-hetl.

1905 (>pheri
Open Boi

Modti
Open Bottom Prairie State

.

Cortland

.

Hens

Totals.

Percentage dead in two weeks'

brooding •

No. 1, 1907 Prairie State.
2{( tt tt

>

Climax
Hearson

Number of

chicks
brooded.

Number of

chicks
that died.

29
24
20
17
17

107

20
20
22
25
20
3

6
6
7
7

ToUls .1 110

Percentage dead in four weeks'

j

brooding
j

25

21.5

2
3
2
3
3

Natural Brooding.

Number of

chicke
brooded.

36
5
30
34
46

151

14
20
24
18
16
11

Number of

chicks
that died.

8

7

18
6

38

26

4
3
4
8
6
2

13

11.8

103 27

26.2

Prairie State Brooders used in each teBt.



Humidity in Relation to Incubation.

By Wm. H. Day, Lecturer in Physics.

In the preceding portion of this Bulletin Mr. W. R. Graham has
outlined many practical experiments that have been carried on by the
PouUry department during the seasons of 1906 and 1907. For those who
wish to follow this station further in its endeavors to discover the scientific
laws that influence incubation, the following pages are written. We are
conscious of the fact that our readers may include all classes of persons
from the practical poultryman to the advanced scientist. To the former
we would say at the outset : It is primarily in your interests that we in-

vestigate these problems and publish our results, hence we feel bound iq

so far as possible to make even the scientific side of our work intelligible

to you; and hence we shall endeavor throughout to present scientific

methods and truths in popular form and language.
Some time ago a series of circumstances, which need not be related

here, led the department of Physics to enter upon a study of the evapora-
tion of water from soil and from plants, and this broadened out into a
study of evaporation in general. This in turn involved a study of the
moisture of the atmosphere. Now the Latin word for "moist" is humidus,
hence instead of "moisture of the atmosphere" we may say "humidity."
Since we were interested in the subject, Mr. Graham asked us to co-operate
with him in a study of the humidity in incubators ; for opinion as to the
desirability of moisture during incubation was sharply divided, some hold-
ing strongly that it was detrimental, that the chicks were often "drowned
in the shell," others holding just as firmly the contrary view that moisture
was highly beneficial. Before entering in detail into our investigations on
the subject it may be well for the sake of our practical readers to give a
brief review of the methods by which a knowledge of humidity is gained,
believing that such a review will lead to a better understanding of the

subject, "Humidity in Relation to Incubation."

Determining the .Amount of Moisture in the Air.

Years ago little was known of the amount of moisture in the air.

But as science advanced and the influence of the humidity of the air upon
all life was realized, a fuller knowledge of the subject became desirable.

It was known that certain acids and salts had a great affinity for water,

and so the idea was suggested that if air were drawn through these sub-

stances it would be deprived of the water contained in it, the substances
gaining in weight by the amount of water absorbed. Investigation proved
that two or three drying tubes, in series, were sufficient to absorb all the

moisture from air being drawn through. Figure No. i shows the appa-
ratus evolved for the purpose.

[29]
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A is a laiTre water-bottle, filled with water, and so graduated that amea^red quantity may be drawn from it when the pinch^ockP is re-
leased. A thermometer T is inserted in the bottle. A rubber tube R joinsA with a series 6f U tubes. Ui contains calcium chloride freshly fJsed

Zll\ -'^f T'" °' "yf«"i"tion « driven ofT; V2 contain, copp*;
sulphate similarly treated; U3 contains pumice stone and concentrated
sulphuric acid. S is a short pliable rubber tube which may be inserted
fnto an incubator or under a hen as desired. For convenience Ui, Uaand U3 are mounted on one small base so that they may be weighedWhen a determination of the moisture in the air is desired, the U tubes
are detached from the bottle, weighed, and then attached again. A men-

SlTof"*-'^ °^"'*r 'a '*J
•."" ^^°'" ^' ^"* " '* ''"^^ ''° the samevolume of air must enter A, having first passed through U-?, Ua and Ui

in succession. The U's are then detached and weighed again. The gain
in weight gives the amount of water contained in the air drawn through.The weight of water in unit volume of air is sometimes cal'^d the "abso-
ute humidity, and this method of determining the moisture content, an
absolute method.

Investigations with apparatus such as illustrated in Fig. i soon showed
a great variation in the moisture content of the air, even at a uniform
temperature, also that for each temperature there was a limit—the air
could contain a certain amount and no more. When it contained all itwas capable of holding it was said to be "saturated," or to contain its
saturation amount" of moisture. It was also learned that the saturation

amount varied with the temperature, the higher the temperature the
greater the amount of moisture required to saturate the air. Saturation
occurs during ram, mist, or fog ; also near the ground when dew is falling
At 320 a room 10 feet long, 10 feet wide and 10 feet high is capable of
ho ding in the air when saturated 5 ounces of water. At 700 it would
hold I lb. 2 oz. when saturated, or nearly four times a's much as at 12«>
At 1000 It would hold 2 lbs. II oz., which is more than twice as much as
at 700, and more than eight times as much as at 32°.

Relative Humidity, or "Humidity," as it is Usually Called.

The air, however, is seldom saturated, only at times of rain, mist,
fog, dew, snow, or some kindred phenomenon. At all other times it has
less than its "saturation amount," and if we wi.sh to convey an idea cf
the amount of moisture in the air at any time, we use the saturation
amount as the standard of comparison, e.g., at 700 the saturation amount
lor a room 10 x 10 x 10 feet is i lb. 2 oz., or 18 oz., but if by u.se of the
apparatus shown in Fig. i we were to find that the room at 700 contained
only 9 oz., we would say that the air contained only half as much moisture
as It was capable of holding, or that its relative humidity was 50 per cent
Thus at any particular time we may state the humidity of a room in two
ways: (i) by giving the actual amount of moisture per unit volume, e.g.,
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9 o». per i.ooo cu. ft.—the "absolute humidity;" (a) by comparing the

••absolute" with saturation, e.g., '/„ or 50 per' cent. -the "relative

humidity." Of these the latter is the more useful. In the economy of

nature evaporation plays a very important part. If evaporation from the

ground is too r^pid, the soil becomes parched and unfit for sustaininjj the

plants growing upon it ; if evaporation from the plants is too rapid, they

wilt; if evaporation from our bodies is too rapid, we arc conscious of

feverish distress, while on the other hand if it is too slow, the air is

oppressive and the perspiration, instead of evaporating, stands out in

beads. These various phenomena arc controlled by the relative humidity,

not by the absolute. If the air has a low relative humidity the evapora-

tion will be fast, but if a high relative humidity, it will be slow. Hence

the "relative" humidity at any time furnishes us with much more valu-

able information than the "absolute." In general practice the word

"humidity" is used alone to stand for "relative humidity/' and will fre-

quently be so used in the following pages.

4

I I

The Wet- and Dry-Bulb Thermometers.

But the absolute method of detormining the relative humidity is very

laborious and very exacting—one dare not even breathe on the U tubes,

for the moisture that would condense on them from the breath would spoil

the determination entirely in many cases (a fact which we learned by bitter

experience), and it could only be employed where delicate balances were

available; hence if humidity determinations were to have any extended

application, some simpler method had to be evolved.

Now evaporation has a cooling effect, as any one may prove by the

aid of two thermometers which read the same when dry. Wet the bulb

of one with water as warm as the room and hold them side by side. In a

very few moments the wet one will read several degrees lower th.-in the dry

one. This is explained by the fact that heat is used up in turning water

into vapor, a familiar illustration of which is to be found in the kettle

heating on the stove. The water becomes warmer and warmer until at

last it begins to boil. Despite the fact that heat still passes into it the

temperature remains at boiling point; the heat is absorbed in turning the

water into vapor. The heat thus used it called latent heat, because it

produces no change of temperature. It takes 5.38 times as much heat to

vaporize the water as to heat it from freezing to boiling. Now whenever

vaporization of water takes place this same latent heat is absorbed. If

there is no fire to provide it then it must come from the evaporating

water, the air, and surrounding objects. At first, the evaporating water

on the wet thermometer draws most of its latent heat from the thermo-

meter itself, hence the temperature is lowered. The faster the evaporation

the greater amount of latent heat required in a given time, and hence the

greater the reduction in temperature. But the rapidity of evaporation is

controlled by the relative humidity of the air; the lower the humidity the



more rapid the evajKjrution, the liigher tlic humidity the slower tlje evap-
oration. Hence the cooling; produced on the wet thermometer is an
inverse measure of the humidity.

As soon as these facts were correlated in this manner a secondary
but simple method of determining' humidity was at hand. A lar^e numlK-r
of determinations by some tbsolute methtxl was made, and the rtMilts
tabulated, and at the same time wet- and drj-bulb readings were taken
and set down in the same tables opposite the correspondinjf humidities.
When sufficient readings had been taken a law was estab '

'led by which
the humidities and wet- and dry-bulb readings for intermidiatc tempera-
tures could be interpolated and the tabic:; completed. When this had been
done humidity determinations Ix-came easy : it was only necessary to take
the wet- and dry-bulb readings and then rvht> to the tables for the humid-
ity, which had previously been determined.

Fi({. 2— Hygroiiu'tiT iiwed in inculiaturH iliiriiig l!>Ot). In l!i07 two hole*

were Iwred through the door frame of eacli incubator and lonj; wet and dry
bulbs inserted . This was found to In- more saticfactury u» il left the vtig trav

free, and the condition of the th«Tmomt'ter \va.« always" known, no trouMe witli

filling the bottle and ea.sier to read

,

In order that the wci; bulb may be continually kept moist, it is pro-

vided with a close-fitting linen sack to which is attached some candU-

wick which dips into a small cup or bottle of water- 'He water travtls

up the wick to the sack as the oil ascends a lampwick.

Perhaps it should be mentioned that in making humidity tables as

above described the wet bulb was gently fanned to dissipate the vapor

being given off by it; for if this were not done, and the air were very

stagnant, that lying close around the wet bulb would become highly vapor-

charged, and the humidity determined would really be representative of

only that small amount of highly charged air, not of the air generally.

4 BULU 163
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Hi^Minrrv ix I UBATORt.

When Mr. Graham invitrd •• ussist in hin invcstigrationa, the
object waa to atudy the 1iumidi» ncubators, for wc did not then think
of beini; able to determine the (....tiidity in the hen's neat. The method
we laid down for oumelvei whb : (i) To determine the humidity in incu-
batora as ordinarily run ; (i) to run incubators at various humidities, note
the isults, and thus determine whether humidity afTecta the hatch, and
if so to learn the most desi ible amount of moisture for the production of
larffe hatches of strong' chicks. For this work it was necessary to'have a
wet and dry bulb so m«»untfd that they could be .sit in the incubators.
Fiif. 2 shows the form used.

.At the ou* .-t it was thjuijjht wise also to rijf up each incubator with
a small motor fan which could be run to fan the w.t bulb in order to
arrive at the proper humidity in case the incubator air should be so sta{;-
nant as to (jive a fal.'e readinjf without fanning;. I'i^r. 3 shows the hvjrro-
meter (wet and dry bulb) tiijrether with fan and battery to run it.'

fig. 3—Small motoi fan which was set inside the ineubatur
to fan the w«'t- and dry-bulb hygrometer.

Testing this apparatus in the r<M)m, we learned that at middle humid-
ities fanning makes practically no difference in the readings, but at high
or low humidities it makes a great deal. In the incubators fanning always
made a great difference, giving much lower readings than without fanning,
showing incidentally that the circulation of the incubators is not equal in
effect to free diffusion in the room. The use of the fan in the incubator
had one defect, however : it disturbed the norniul conditions whenever a
reading was taken, stirring up the warm and cold layers and almost in-
variably raising the temperature near the eggs for the moment and thus
giving a humidity somewhat too low. Table No. IX. contains a record of
the hatches run during the sea.son of 1906.
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U wm be observed .ha. -he '.-^;{|'X„°^ '^jLT^^^rltl
»l.hm narrow llml.s, likewise .hat of ."«"""'

, ',„ ,tj „la.ive

EJifoah"^ .SrSi^aS «"e?h:,.ti\:r.h'a„ .ha. o, .h. ,or„er.

Relative Humidity under Hens.

we had not proceeded
..^^^^^^^^^^^^

we devised the hygrometer «^°Y;" ^"j/^'f^^ i^tro^^erforated discs, and

an egg of brass strainer gauze held "? .^J^P^^''^ '^1° ^^ dry-bulb thermo-

fittefl^ith two tin tubes th-gh which^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^

meters could be mserted To d^^«""'"^ '

^ thermometers projecting

.•egg- was to be
-5"*«f,*f"7^tn But' I feared the vapor from the

so that the readmgs could be t^ken »ut i

.^ ^^.^ ^^.^^^

wet bulb would saturate
f^^'^ ""Jf;„t„^e "f a "among the eggs in

possible it was necessary to
^""^^f^;73'^^eapablc of holding at loo"

the nest, the amount of vapor that air was capaoc ^ ^^ ^^^

(the temperature of the nest) and the amount
''I'l^'^^^^ ^^^^ .^e former

wet bulb If the latter amount was equal to °^ ?;^^\^^7^4%„„ hy^ro-

Ten it would be p^^:^i^-T^z::!\^:^

cured which just held
^^-^^"J^i'Snchef This represents the air

eggs were just covered,
ll'^l^^^^^^^lo^^^^^^^ had to be allowed for

spacebetweentheeggr. Then of course s B
^^^,^ and breast

the extra air ^P^^^^^^^X that'^ 7 S^c^^^^^ inches would be sufficient,

between the eggs. We thought tnat 17 5
Turning up our

making a total of 42.S pluf ;7-5. or
6°
J"b.c mche^ ^K H

^ ^^

humidity tables we found that i

<="^^,f^?^V^J'^^bie inches would hold

holding 19.8 grains, whence ^Y -a'j^Jfj/"^^.^^'^ Then weighing the

.68 grains. "^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^/rt ?"'\ve fou^nd that the sack absorbed

thermometer before and after wettmg.
^ ^ j^ ;„ the nest.

,.7 grains, or nearly twice the saturat.on^^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^p.,,y ,^

Hence if the vapor from the wet buVb were H^^
^^^ hygrometer

should saturate the nest air.

^J"/.^^^ /^Sning incidentally just half

was placed in a rubber-stoppered b°";;
/^""^f^^^i^ through holes in the

as much air as the nest, the t*^"'"""'^^ .^d r "n from 62.9 to 95-^ P*^'

stooper. In three hours time the h^m'd^^^y^^fj;^^^ thoroughly .vet.

cent., pretty close to
-^7-"' rfj';":^,,,, -.„ , dosed-up stagnan,

Knowing thus the behavior of the hygr^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ^.^ ^^^^^,

air, we next placed it under a nen.

Here are the readings and remarks

.
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- ^^J^'^l^^J'-^nOMWrm IK BOTTLK COKTAINIKO AlB.

Time in bottle.

Table XI. Ego Hygrom*ter UNDER Buff Orpikoton on Straw Niot.

Time.

minutes
6
10
16
20
30

40
60
60
70
80

Neat Temperature. Humidity in nest.

98.76
101.25
101.75
102.0
102.0

70.6
69.7
69 8
69.9
71.6 (?)

Gauze becoming dry. Gauze wetted afresh

102.25 70.0

Humidity of Room.

46.0

102.0
100.5
100.5
100.0

90
100
110

Gauze wetted afresh.

71.0
69.6
68.1
64.4 (?)

99.5
100.5
100.5

69.3
74.7
72.6

i

Average 70.1

During: two hours the sack became dry twice and almn^t ,ir^ , •

must be passing from the nest quite rapidly
^

,„H., fi.T J^ "K'ssary to begin the humidity determinaliora
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Comparing this table with No. IX., it will be observed that the

humidity in the nests appeared even higher than in the wet incubators

without fanning. This seemed incredible, and thus the objection previ-

ously mentioned seemed emphasized. To examine its validity a new
hygrometer was devised, of which Fig. 5 is an illustration. In general

design it is the same as the former, but the wire gauze is supplanted by

a framework of wires converging from the centre on the ends of the egg,

and being about one-half an inch apart at the widest point. This instru-

ment we called the "frame hygrometer." The wires, we thought, could

not have much effect in checking diffusion. To establish this point it was

tested against an ordinary wet and dry bulb, unsheltered, and subject to

free diffusion in the room. The results are given below

:

Table XIII. CoMPARifioN or Frame Hygeoheter with Ordinabv Hvoro-

METBB IN Room.

Temperature. Ordinary Hygrometer. Frame Hygrometer. Difference.

76.5 38.9 42.2 3.3
76.6 40.7 42.6 1.9
76.6 40.7 43.0 2.3
7».6 38.9 41.2 2.3
76.6 38.9 42.6 3.7
76.0 41.2 44.8 3.6
76.0 38.9 42.6 3.7
67.0 64.2 66.6 2.4
96.0 74.6 74.8 0.0
76.0 34.0 84.0 0.0

(fanned) (fanned^

The greatest difference is not large and with high humidity, or when
fanned, the difference was nil. Having thus established that the "frame
hygrometer" is at worst very nearly correct in the room, we proceeded lo

test the "egg hygrometer" by it. Selecting a hen in whose nest the "^gg"
had previously given a humidity of 74.3 (the average of ten readings) we
put in the "frame." It gave a humidity of only 60.1 per cent., 14. i per

cent, lower than that given by the "egg-" It seemed incredible that the

difference could be so large, but repeated tests gave the same resw'i. Then
both were put under her at the same time, the "egg" on the left, the

"frame" on the right, giving 65.8 and 50.6 respectively, a difference of

15.2. Another hen was selected, a White Wyandotte, under evergreens.

Result: egg gave humidity of 73.9, frame 59.8, difference 14.1. Later in

the day Mr. McKenney tested the same hen with the following result

:

egg 74.3, frame 56.7, difference 17.5. These facts arc tabulated as fol-

lows :
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Tabli XIV. First Compakibon of Eao anu Fbamb HvGROMrruts cndeb Hatta.

Hen. Nest.

f'XK hygrometer.

Remarks. L5w'„jmidity.

Average of 10 read-

ings
; 74.3

kggon right i 65.8
Egg on left 73.9
Reading by A. M.

later in dav
|

74.2

Frame hygrometer.

Remarks. I
Hu-

Imidity.

Bu. O. {Damp earth.

W. W.
I

Under evergreens.

One reading 60.1
Frame on left

;
Iii.8

" right ...] 69.8
Reading by A.M.i

later in day ... 66 .

7

14.

S

16.

t

14.1

17.6

Not yet reconciled to such a great difference, we selected another hen
for a more extended and exhaustive test. To begin with, the d:y ther-

mometers were placed toward the body. The wet ones outward from it.

They were later interchanged, and lastly the "egg," which had been
on the left side, was changed to the right, and the "frame" vice versa.

The difference ranged from 14.6 to 17.9, and averaged 15.9. The
readings complete are given in Table No. XV. :

Table XV. Sscosi) Compakisov ok Vmg and Frame Hyorometers under
BcFP Orpington Hen on Damp Earth Nebt.

Egg Hygrometer. Frame Hygrometer.

Time.
Remarks

.

g .

s 3 Remarks.

8 .

SB
V
H

S
s

iHI.O

i»9!6:

53.0

'65.k

i Average.

8
a
£

5

10. 25 Left, wet outward 100,0 iit.4

10.60" " !t9.0 67.6 Right, wet outward.
11 .00 Gauze drv, wetted Gauze wetted ......

11.10 Left, wet"outward 99.5 70.8 Right, wet outward.
11.12 Positions interchanged ; 1

11.30 Right, wet inward 98.0 70.2 Uft, wet inward. . .100.0 53.4
11.40 " "

,
99.5; 70.8 " "

..., 99.5; 64.6:

(.T&nze wetted |
Gauze wetted '

|

'

11. 60 Right, wet inward .... 100.0 74 . 1 Left, wet inward ...' 100 00, 56.2 17.9
11.65 " "

....i 99.0 72.3 " "
...j 98 5 56.6 16.7

12.00 " " ....: 99.5 70.8 " "
...j 99. 0' 65.8 15.0

14.6

16!6

16.8
16.t

16.9
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These tests established beyond doubt that our second objection was
Well founded, that the "egg" did botMe up the moisture and thus give
readings far too high. If all the differences of both tests are averaged we
find the egg readings too great by 15.7. Referring to Table XII., and
subtracting 15.7 from the "egfr" humidities, we obtain the next column,
the humidities by the "frame."

But doubtless in the minds of some there is an objection to even the
"frame" hygrometer: The wet bulb is giving vapor to the air in the
nest, and although it cannot jrive enough to saturate the air, still it may
be giving sufficient to raise the humidity considerably above what it would
be if the wet bulb were not there. This objection seems plausible, but it

may be stated here that during the present season (1907) the "frame"
hygrometer in the nest was subjected to a rigorous test by the absolute
method and it was established that the hygrometer readings are not in
error to any appreciable extent. Details of this test will be given later
In another connection. Then taking as correct the humidity of the nests
as given by the frame hygrometer, we observe that it is very much higher
than the fanned reading in the dry inachi^es, as 59 is to 39. (See Tables
IX. and XII.) Hence if we are to take the hen as our guide we must infer
that dry incubators have not sufficient moisture, and that incubators
cannot be expected to give best results unless they are made as moist as
the hen's nest.

Now referring to Table XII., and comparing the various kinds
of nests, we observe that the rubber and the earth nests had highest
humidity, and that they also hatched best. Barring the board nests, where
5 eggs were broken, the hatch increased or decreased as the humidity did.
Referring to Table No. IX., it will be seen also that on the average
the "wet" machin-'s, or machines into which moisture was introduced,
gave a considerably greater hatch than did the dry ones, in the case of
both the selected and the shuffled eggs, though the difference was the
more marked on the latter. Hence from the practical side also for both
the hens and the incubators we thought it a fair conclusion from the work
of 1906 that high humidity must be productive of larger hatches. This
conclusion has been thoroughly confirmed by the extended tests of 1907.
Consulting Table No. VII., the reader will observe that 1,221 eggs
were set in machines where moisture was introduced by use of water only,
and 1,406 in dry machines. In the "wet" machines the hatch was 51.9 per
cent, of the total eggs set; in the "dry" mach'nes it was only 40.7 per
cent. Then besides, more chicks hatched in wet" machines lived than
those hatched in dry ones, 63 per cent, of the former living to the age of
four weeks as against 39.5 per cent, of the latter, or, counting the chicks
alive at the end of four weeks in terms of total eggs set. the "wet"
machines produced 32.7 per cent, as many chicks as eggs set and the dry
machines 16. i per cent., or less than half as many as the wet.
Or stating it otherwise, 3 eggs in a wet machine produce i chick four
weeks of age, while it takes 6 eggs in a dry machine to produce i chick
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the same age. This is a very remarkable substantiation in a practical

way of our conclusion that since the air in the nest is very moist that in

an incubator must also be very moist for best results.

But a comparison between Tables IX. and XII. will show that
although the humidity of the "wet" incubators with fanning (which ap-
proximates to the correct humidity, the unfanned being tnn high), is

slightly higher than that of the hens by the frame hygrometer (which also
approximates to the corect reading) still the selected eggs in the incubators
did not hatch nearly so well as those under the hens (all eggs set under
hens were selected). This being the case, wc must conclude that some
vitalizing power (or powers) present with the hens was absent from the

incubators.

Circulation in Nest.

In the work on humidity thus far reported there lies almost hidden a
suggestion qf a condition in a hen's nest not generally suspected, cer-

tainly not formerly suspected by us, which may ultimately be shown to be

that vitalizing influence, or at least one such. The reader will recall that

when the "egg" hygrometer was placed in the stoppered bottle, the sack

did not become dry even in three hours' time, and the humidity rose

almost to saturation. He will also recall, or by referring to Table No.

XI., he may again observe, that when the same hygrometer was placed

in a hen's nest it became dry in less than 40 minutes, and dry again in

about 45 minutes more, and partly dry a third time in 30 minutes, enough
water having thus evaporated to saturate the air at least four or five times

over, notwithstanding which the humidity in the nest remained constant

at only 70 per cent. These facts surprised me greatly at first, and they

suggested to my mind the idea of a fairly rapid change of air in the hen's

nest. To gain further light upon this point, the "egg" and "frame" were

tested against each other in the room subject to free diffusion. The
results are given in Table No. XVI. :

Table XVI. Compakison of Kg'; \s\> Fr.imk Hyorombter in Room.

Humidity of

Room Room bv Diffe

Temperature. Ordinary
Hydrometer.

76 40.7
68 60.3

96 48.9
48.9
48.9
49.2
52.4
43.7
48.9

Difference In'tween numiditiec given by
K<:i; and Frame Hygrometers.

Per cent.

23.3 -diffusion

12.7 (2)—diffusion

9.0—diffiicion

U .t>—fanned
1 1 . 1—fanned 10" away
3.7—fanned 1" away
7.0—fanned 18" away
10.7—fanned 10" away
12.8—fanned 6" away

m
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FUMH Wamkiu.

Room
Temperature.

96.6

Humiditv of
Room by Ordin-
•TV^Iyfroinetor.

74.6

Difference between Humidities given by
Egg and Frame Hygrometers.

Per cent
3.6— diffusion

.3—fanned 6" away
6.2—fanned 10" awa"

was ItVT/rn'""^'
shows that when the humidity was low the differencewas high, J3.3 as compared with is.7 in the hens' nests Th- eA^r>nH

oX7''^'M:nr "? ''''''' ''""''^'^ ''^ diffrrenr^aslt^S
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free diffusion <?h
""^^ '"r"' *" ^'' '"«^«'^ent equal in effect to the
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"""5. ^" '^" "—P'^t^ness of the work on

ever that th- iti"'
'','^'''^" .'^^"^/" «'^y«"'=e. It may be stated, how-ever, that the differential reading between the "e^g'^ and the "frame"
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hygrometers when placed in wet incubators was much less than when
under the hens and quite variable in any individual incubator. In the very
dryest of the dry the difference was almost the same as under the hens.
That variation in circulation affects the differential reading may be spcn
from Table XVI. When tcstinfr the "cjrp" ajrainst the "frame" in the
room a little Ajax motor-fan was used to produce movement of air past
the n. The distance of the fan from the hydrometers was varied, hence
the rate of circulation was likewise varied. It will be seen that for both
low and higrh humidities (temperature 96 in both cases) there is a rate of
circulation which gives a maximum differential reading, and also that
either faster or slower circulation will reduce the difference. Therefore
since the differential was lower in the wet incubators than under the hens
the circulation was different, either faster or slower. Likewise since the
differential in the dry machines was equal to that under the hens, the cir-
culation must have been different, for the same amount of circulation pro-
duces a much greater differential in a dry than in a moist atmosphere.
Whether the circulation in the incubators is greater or less than that
under hens we are not able to say from direct measurement, but we have,
however, Indirect proof that seems to indicate unmistakably that the incu-
bator circulation is considerably the slower, proof that came to us during
our study of nest humidity by the absolute method.

Humidity nv the Absoi.ite Method.

To determine humidity absolutely has given us more trouble than
any other part of the work. In 1906, being l.usy with other problems, and
having only a short tinif to devote to it. it baffled us entirely. Although
it looks easy in dosiription, as given on pages 2g to 32, it is diflTicult

in application. When b( ginning to use it last year we made a number of
determinations of the room humidity by it one after another, to test the
method. The variations were so great that it was evident that something
was wrong in the manipulation. The drying tubes were weighed, 500
cc. of air drawn through them, and then re-weighed. The operation was
repeated over and over several limes in succession, but often the tubes
would gain two or three times ,, much in weight as the time before,
while the wet- and dry-bulb readings would show constant humidity. In

the spring of 1907, with more time at our disposal, it was discovered that
the variations were largely due to condensation on the tubes of moisture
from the breath when it happened to be directed against the cold glass.
From that time on a mask was worn by the operator so that the breath
could not possibly strike the tubes. .As a further precaution rubber gloves
were worn, so that no perspiration from the hands could condense on the

tube. With these precautions we were able to determine the humidity
of the room correctly by this method. Seventeen comparisons extending
from May to .August pave the following results :

Wet and dry bulb, average relative humidity, 49.5 per cent.

Absolute method, average relative humidity, 49.3 per cent.
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Actual Humidity in Incubators.

Having thus established our manipulation of the absolute method, we
could with confidence use it in determining the relative humidity in incu-

bators and in nests. A series of machines and several hens were set in

August for this special study. For the machines three facts were recorded

at each determination : (i) the humidity of the room and the correspond-

ing vapor pressure
; (2) the apparent humidity in the incubator by the wet

and dry bulb without fanning and the corresponding vapor pressure, two
or three readings for one determination ; (3) the actual humidity in the

incubator by the absolute method and the corresponding vapor pressure,

two or three readings for one determination.

Perhaps some explanation should be made of the term ''vapor pres-

sure." Every gas or vapor has an expansive power, a fact which may
be shown as follows : Tie tightly a thin rubber over the mouth of a glass

beaker, place it in the receiver of an air-pump, and exhaust the air from
the receiver. The rubber will be seen to bulge outward as the air from
around it is pumped away. Hence the air within the beaker has an expan-
sive power. This causes it to exert a pressure outward on the rubber. The
outside !> *^Hd the same power in equal measure and as long as it was
present to exert its pressure on the top, the rubber being equally pressed

in both directions, was neither bulged outward nor depressed inward.

But as soon as the outside air was partly removed and its pressure re-

duced, the expansive power of the air within manifested itself. Now, air

possesses this property when not confined in a vessel, but expansion is

prevented by the weight of the n above. That water vapor has an
expansive power and exerts a pr^'--:ure may be shown in a similar way.

The more vapor in the air at any given temperature the greater the pres-

sure it (the vapor) exerts. When vapor issues from the tea-kettle its

pressure is higher than that in the air around and hence that vapor ex-

pands and keeps on expanding till the vapor pressure throughout the room
is uniform. This equalization «vould occur even if the air were perfectly

motionless. It is much hastened by air currents. There are various ways
of determining the pressure of the vapor in the air at any time, but they

are all too involved to be given here. Suffice it to say that when the tem-

perature of the air and the weight of vapor in a cubic foot arc known,

then by applying certain physical laws, and performing a long mathe-

matical calculation, we are able to determine the corresponding vapor

pressure. In this calculation correction is made for the contraction of the

air when entering the cold bottle A (Fig. 1). When this vapor pressure

is known we are able to state the natural tendency of the moisture. If

the vapor pressure outside the machine is greater than inside, then the

room moisture would by its greater pressure pass through the cracks into

the incubator. If on the other hand the pressure within is greater, then

the moisture within will pass outward.

Five machines were examined in this test. The result is given in

Table No. XVII. :
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Tahlr XVII : ArrUAi. i«. Ai-pahknt Hlmiditv in iNcfBAToiiM.

Incubutore.

'

I i^"

1I<)W run. "o— .

s '*

No. I. Prairie

State

No. II. Prairie

State

No. III. Prairie

State

! tun' l»y water
I in Hand tray.

;

Prv.
'

/CO.] and
I ni')ii'ture l>y

°| water in sand
Itray.

/ ^>noleuni |

No. IV. Prairie .land moisture
State

11
by water in

! Vnand trav. i

' rButterini'ik. t

Tray nearly
full size of

machine l)ot-

.tom.

tU.3

m.7

No. VII. M<Mlel

59.

: «!.(•

t£ 5 '• ~ « £ a c .5 c-

»--«- sj«- . cB_g:^p5

a £ « c; ST" " "iES-^-t . -c 2 £
.^ ^ "?• y

i<
. <

' Inc'heii ; ,

of mer- '

furv.
.4'»,S .5.'). 4 l.Utt

;
46.6

Invliefl.

.414 34.4

.42:! »7.8

.414

.41-.

m.o

61 .5

.««» L'1.3

.967 li'.s

1.091 46.1

.433

9'JK

.1)36

l.-.'76 54 4 I 1 I3f>

In this table the wet- and dry-bull) re.sidt.s arc tin- av<'rafje.s of from
three to five reading's, the "absolute" results of from seven to ten readings.

Perhaps the dry machine should be notieed first. The actual humidity was
only 21.3 per cent., an average of tt'n readings taken on five different days.

Of these ten only one was greater than 22 per cent., and only two less than

19 per cent. In fact one of th outstanding features of this test was the

uniform humidity of this dry machine; come back to it when I would, its

humidity was always the same within very narrow limits of variability.

Another noteworthy fact with regard to this machine is that the vapor

pressure in it was practically the same as in the room, .433 inches for

the former and .444 inches for the latter. The room pressure was the

average of five readings taken on the same five days as the incubator

reading's. Since these pressures were nearly equal, there would be little

transference of vapor either way. Rut all determinations were made
duringf the day. At night with a drop in temperature the room v.^por

pressure would fall, under which conditions vapor would pass from the

incubator to the room. The apparent humidity by the wet and dry bulb

method was much higher than the actual as 34.4 to JI.3, i.r., the appa-

rent is astray 13.1 on 21.3, an error of 61.5 per cent. This great discrep-

m
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ancy is due to the lack of circulation, the moisture jrivcn off by the wet-
bulb not bcinp dissipated fast enough to indicate the true humidity. This
result proves absolutely the 1906 conclusion from theoretic considerations
that the real humidity of an incubator is not learned by the use of the wet-
and dry-bulb hy^'romcter without fanninff. Apfain, as fanning disturbs
the normal conditions within the machine, the fanned reading, while cor-
rect for the artificial conditions, does not represent the exact humidity
under normal conditions. Hence the only way to pain reliable informa-
tion as to the actual humidity in an incubator is by this or some other
"absolute" method.

Machines I., III., and IV., being all of the same make, with the
moisture provided in the same way, would be expected to have approxi-
mately the same humidity. From the column "actual humidity" this
would app<'ar to be the case, while from "apparent humidity" I. and IV.
are nearly alike, but III. considerably lower. The explanation of this
apparent discrepancy is found in the individual rradinps of which 47.H
and 4vfi are the averages. DurinRf the first ten days of incubation the
humidity in III. was low, apparent 4.^.4, real 35.5; difference 7.0. Durinp
the remainder of the hatch it was hif»h, apparent 56.6, real 50.8; differ-
ence 5.8. It .so happened that for this machine two-thirds of the readings
for the "apparent" were taken while the humidity was low, but that three-
fourths of tho.se for the "real" were taken while the humidity was high.
Hence the average of the "apparent humidities" is too low and of the
"real humidities" too high to represent the true averages for the whole
hatching period. The cause of the low humidity in this apparently moist
machine during the first ten days was not discovered. The difference
between the apparent and true humidities was 7.9 during the drv period
and 5.8 during the moist period. In I. it was 8.8; in IV., 6.9; "in \'II..

where the moisture was provided in the form of buttermilk, the difference
was 7.5. Thus in the moist machines, too, wc see that the humidity as
given by the wet- and dry-bulb hygrometer is astray, an error ol 7.5
(average difference) on 47.5 (average real humidity) or 15.8 per rent.,
and we again remark that for reliable information on the hufnidii\ in

incubators an absolute method is es.sential.

The actual vapor pressure in these "moist" machines was in all cases
more than double that in the room at the same time, and in No. VII. it

was nearly three times that in the room. Hence in all these cases there
would be a strong tendency for the vapor to pass outwards through the
cracks.

i I'

Actual Humidity in Nests.

The same methods were applied to determining the actual humidity
in hens' nests. The results are given in Table No. XVIII. :



T*lll.* XVIII: Al-TOAI. I». Al-PAMNT lll-MIDITV tn Nnwt.

; lib di 1^ :?li il

Hell.
Kind
of

nent.

5l

l-liil lilillillii

I. Silver Uerd Wy-
nmlntte FJirth

II. Silver Feniilteii

Wyandotte Earth

III. Barred Hoek...

6L'.» .127

62.7 .4.'il

AverageK (or earth neNt«.

Straw ' 66.0 .437

75.2 1.314 82.1 1.669

6S.4 1.263 6».4 1.20S

71.8 1.283 TO.H 1.481

62.8 1.074

,

It was found that several samples could not be taken in succession,
for the second and third were invariably low«r than the first. Great vari-
ations in humidity were found in all nests. For hen No. I. the range was
70.6 per cent, to 99.3 ptr cent.; for No. II.. 4H to 83; for
No. III., 40.5 to rK>.4. Readinj^s were takin in the top of the
nest, the bottom, and between the le^; and breast, but no uniformity was
reached. Of seven readings for hen No. I. the highest was obtained at
the bottom, the next three in order were top readings, the remaining three,
bottom readings. For hen No. II. the highest was a top reading, the
next three were bottom readings, and the remaining one a top reading.
For No. III. the highest was Im tw«en the leg and breast, the second and
third bottom readings, the fourth a top reading; the fifth between the leg

and breast, and last a bottom reading. Probably much of the variation

with these hens might be accounted for if we knew how closely or remotely
the reading followed some shifting of the hens. The humidity in nests I.

and II. was also determined by the "frame" hygrometer, two readings
in each case. In No. i the absolute method gave a higher reading than
the hygrometer; in 11. the hygrometer gave the higTier reading. Of
course the two nu'thods could not be used simultaneously in the same nest,

hence in fairness we could compare only the averages. Averaging the
two, the hygrometer gave 71.S, the aiisuhite 70.S. Hence we must con-

clude that for earth nests at least the nest hygrometer is correct within

the limits of experimental error. This is the test previously referred to

in discussing the frame hygrometer. Looking now at the vapor pressure

in the nests, we see that it is from 2J to 4 times as great as in the room
during the same time.

I
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Actual Humidity and Circulation.

Taking the actual humidities in nests and in incubators determined
during this test as fairly representative of those during the season in the
same kinds of nests and the same incubators run in the same way, let us
place the results in juxtaposition for comparison.

Tablb XIX : Evaporation as rblatbd to Actual Humidity in Nbsts and in

Incubators.

Incubator. How treated.

Hens

Hens

Hens

Earth nert

Straw nest

|a.s
<

70.8

52.8

Ventilat'd nest! 35.0

Model
j

Buttermilk I 64.4

No. I. 1907 Prairie State .

No. III. "

No. IV. "
No. II. "

}8and tray )
and
water J ;

46.2

21.3

Evapo-
ration.

9.7

11.9

14.5

9.5

9.6

14.5

Number of hatches of
which evaporation
is average.

3 hatches. May, June,
July.

20 hatches. May, June,
July.

2 hatches, Juneand July.

2 hatches. Larg« tray
of buttermilk almost
covering bottom of in-
cubator.

10 hatches, moisture by
sand tray and water.

7 hatches in 1907 Prairie
State, dry.

5 I

Note that the humidity in earth nests was 25 per cent, greater than
that in the Model, and 50 per cent, greater than in the moist Prairi<*
States. And yet the evaporation in the earth nests was slightly the
greater, in spite of the very high humidity ! These facts, it seems to me,
can have only one explanation, viz., a faster circulation in the nests than
in the incubators. The whole table bears out this argument. This is the
proof already referred to in discussing circulation. Putting into practice
this season the conclusions we reached last year, Mr. Graham has been
able to almost treble the performance of the dry machine with which we
began in 1906. (See Table VII., page 27.) Zenoleum and water, chicks
alive in 4 weeks = 44 per cent, of eggs set ; dry machines, chicks = only
16. 1 per cent, of eggs set. Still we have not yet overtaken the hen, who is

able to give us 52 chicks 4 weeks old for every 100 eggs set. Perhaps
proper circulation is the vitalizing power that must be combined with
those already established to place artificial incubation abreast or possibly
in advance of the natural process.



Carbon Dioxide in Relation to Incubation.

By C. C. Thom, Demostrator in Physics.

Carbon dioxide is a colorless gas with an acid (sour) taste, and a
more or less pungent odor. It is formed largely by the oxidation of car-
bonaceous organic matter, and is given off in considerable quantities by
the lungs of the living animal during respiration. It is not a poisonous
gas, although in an atmosphere containing large quantities of carbon
dioxide death might result from suffocation or from want of oxygen.
While carbon dioxide is not of itself injurious, yet it is a product of com-
bustion and respiration usually accompanied with other injurious pro-
ducts, and the amount of it present in the atmosphere is taken as a stan-
dard by which we can judge of the quality or purity of the air. It is

everywhere found in small quantities, from 3 to 4 parts in 10,000 in the
atmosphere of the country.

Taking the atmosphere of the country as a standard of purity neces-
sary to the proper maintenance of animal life, it was thought that pos-
sibly the air in the egg chamber of the incuba'tor, during incubation, be-
came so highly impregnated with carbon dioxide as to impair the healthy
and normal development of the embryo chick. To test this theory it was
decided to analyze the air in the egg chambers of a number of incubators
for carbon dioxide. For this purpose a special apparatus was fitted up
consisting {see Fig. 6) of a large aspirator, bottle A, so fitted and gradu-
ated that a definite volume of water could be drawn from it by opening
the pinch-cock P, necessitating the same volume of air being drawn into
the bottle to replace the water taken out. The air drawn in was taken
from the egg chamber of the incubator by inserting the end of the rubber
tube T through a small hoie in the door of the incubator. The air drawn
from the egg chamber was not allowed to pass directly into the large
aspirator bottle, but was first made to pass through a known volume of
a standard solution of potassium hydrate contained in the small bottle K,
and in so doing all the carbon dioxide in the air was absorbed by the
potassium hydrate uniting with it to form a potassium carbonate. In
testing the solution in the small bottle K for potassium carbonate the
following method was used :

To an aliquot portion of the solution was added a few drops of phe-
nolphthalein indicator, and the excessive alkali neutralized with one-
hundredth normal sulphuric acid, care being taken to keep the tip of the
burette immersed in the solution to prevent the escape of any carbon
dioxide. To the clear solution was then added a few drops of methyl
orange indicator, and the solution again titrated with one one-hundredth
normal sulphuric acid, until all the carbonate present had been broken
up, as indicated by the change in color of the solution. From the amount
of one one-hundredth normal acid used in the last titration, the volume
of carbon dioxide in the volume of air taken from the incubator was de-

termined. In figuring the results of these analyses no correction was

[61]
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made for the change in temperature of the air drawn from the incubator,

as it was found that the error from this source was inappreciable. Pre-

caution was taken, however, to make a daily analysis of the stock solu-

tion of potassium hydrate for carbonate and the error arising from this

source deducted from our results.

Numerous analyses were made of the air in the egg chamber and

also of the air in the incubator room. At the same time many analyses

Fig. 6.

were made of the air from under setting hens. The results of these

analyses show conclusively that while the air in the egg chamber is not

nearly so pure as the air in the incubator room, It is still much purer than

the air from under setting hens. The average of all the analyses of air

from the incubator room shows 7 parts carbon dioxide in 10,000 parts of

air. The air from the egg chamber of the incubators, run with and with-

out moisture, shows an average of 9.90 parts carbon dioxide in 10,000;

while the air from under setting hens shows on an average 31.93 parts
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bLor^^Tnn'""''''*";
"'°''

'^''V^'^^ *'•"« »he amount found in the incu-batory and over four times the amount found in the incubator room.

..riJ*'!,'"'-^'*''^'
°^ ^^'^ ^^^* '^^ *° 'he belief that possibly a highcarbon d.ox.de content of the air in the incubator chamber during incu-

f^r'r^'^^Lw"'^''^ *°. ^ ^r«^^f"' hatch. The results of analyses so

in?, ^ ^-
-j""/^'^*^ '"°"'"''^ '" 'he incubator gave a decided increasen carbon dioxide, from 9.15 parts in the dry machines to 10.46 parts inthe machmes run with moisture, or an increase of 1.31 parts By refer-ring to Table VII. (page 27) it will be noted that the vitality of the chicksfrom the hatches was increased from 16. i per cent, in the dry machines to

32.7 per cent, in the wet machines.

«:ii,^°"''
'•^^fhes were then conducted, during which a pan of whole

milk was kept in each machine. The results of these tests showed that
while the carbon dioxide content of the machines was increased from
10.46 parts when the machines were supplied with pure water to 12.12
when the. machines were supplied with whole milk, yet the mortality of
the chicks hatched was considerably greater than when pure water alone
was used. Buttermilk, however, gave much better results than whole
milk, the carbon dioxide content was slightly decreased from 12.12 to
12.03 parts in 10,000, while the percentage of chicks alive at four weeks
in per cent, of eggs set, was increased from 21.2 per cent, for whole
milk and 32.7 per cent, for water to 37.4 per cent, for butterm.-k. The
increase in carbon dioxide in the machines run with buttermilk and whole
milk was due to the emission of this gas during the fermentation of the
milk which was inoculated with Bacillus arogenes lactis before being
put in the machine.

To determine to what extent, if any, these successful hatches with
buttermilk were due to the comparatively high carbon dioxide content,
machine 3 was fitted up with a gas pipe leading from a drum of artificial
carbon dioxide through the fresh air intake to the interior of the machine,
where the pipe was so arranged that the gas entering by it would be dis-
tributed uniformly throughout the egg chamber. Approximately 2,500
cc. of carbon dioxide was put into this machine twice daily—just after
the eggs were turned in the morning and again just after they were turned
in the evening. In all, three hatches were made in which artificial carbon
dioxide was supplied. Moisture also was supplied during these hatches.
The analysis of the air from this machine gave an average of 43.32 parts
carbon dioxide in 10,000 of air. The live chicks at four weeks, from these
hatches, in per cent, of eggs set, was 37.2, an increase of 4.5 per cent,
over moisture only, and about equal to that of buttermilk. The increase
in vitality of the chicks from the combination of carbon dioxide and
moisture over moisture only, amounting as it does to 4,5 per cent, of the
eggs set, seems directly due to the higher carbon dioxide content. At
the same time buttermilk used as moisture and a comparatively low car-
bon dioxide content gave practically the same result. Again, when the
moisture machines were disinfected with zenoleum, the average carbon

6 Bull. 163.
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dioxide content in the egg chamber was decreased from 10.46 parts for

water only to 8.29 parts for water and zenoleum, and from 9.15 parts in

the dry machine to 5.86 parts in the dry machine disinfected with zen-

oleum. In every instance disinfecting^ with zenoleum resulted in a de-

crease of carbon dioxide, yet the use of zenoleum never failed to give a

better hatch, and higher vitality. While a high carbon dioxide content

seems decidedly beneficial in the case of machines supplied with moisture

only, yet it is just possible that the function it performs in artificial incu-

bation may be fulfilled by something else, as the results from the use of

buttermilk and zenoleum seem to indicate.

Although the work on carbon dioxide is not conclusive, the results

so far furnish much valuable data, and establish many useful relation-

ships. Just what function, if any, carbon dioxide performs in incubation,

and to what extent it is essential, is a point on which we have not at

present sufficient experimental data to warrant conclusions.

Table XX. Carhon DioxmE under Sitting Hbns.

Hens

Hen 2,235
" 532

• " 566
Hen on earth nest— " " flat

" in Incubator
Hen 6,257

" 274
" 642

81

Hen under brooder .

.

Hen 31
" 605
*' 5''8

White Rock ........

HenA^

Volumes in 10,000 volumee of air

AlO.
All.
A12.

26.7
36.6
31.1

:i5.6

44.6
22.2
28.9
33.4
28.9
37.8
33.4
35.5
24.5
28.9
31.1
35.5
35.1
26.6
31.1
26.6
28.9
28.9
26.7
33.3
28.9
24.4
26.68

20.0
33.4
37.8
35.6
37.9
24.5
31.1
37.8
33.3
»40.0
48.9
31.1
22.2
26.7

28.9 24.5 26.7

36.6 35.6
I

33.4

31.1 I 26.7 31.1

33.3
22.2
35.6
37.8
40.0

31.1
35.6
28.9
31.3
37.8
33.4
26.6
28.9
35.5
28.9
28.9
24.46

40.0

31.1

37.8
22.2

37.8
26.7

33.4

42.2

36.1
33.6
33.3
33.4
26.6
37.8
26.6
33.3
35.5
33.3 i

28.9 1

24.461

31.1
40.0
28.9
35.6
31.1
35.6
28.9
36.6
31.1
31.1
28.9

I

24.46

44.5

20.00
37.8
31.1

33.3
26.7

24.524.5
33.4
31.1

I

26.7

35.6

26.7

28.9
42.2
31.1
33.3
35.6
31.1

Aver-
age

24.48
34.97
30.84
35.6
37.17
24.08
31.83
36.33
33.9
38.9
41.8
33.3
26.83
27.8
31.1
31.9
36.06
29.43
32.83
30.53
32.92
30.64
31.12
33.74
31.56
28.44
26.02

* 20th day.

6a BULL. 163
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Tablk XXI. Carbon Dioxide in Incubators.

Machine showing
condition Date set

Machine 1
Water lApril 26....
Drjf April 3
Moisture, FuiiieH May 21

Dry, Fames / 'JT^,'^
""*'

\ July 18..
Machine .i

Whole Milk April 3.

Dry April 26.
Water, Zenoleum May 21 .

.

Whole Milk, Zenoleum June 1"..

J^y July 18..

Machine 3

Buttermilk April 3..

Whole Milk April 26
Water and CO May 21
Water, CO,, Zenoleuin Juiie I?!

! ' "

'

Water, CO, July 18. . .

.

Machine 4

Water April 3....
Buttermilk 'April 26. . .

.

Dry, Zenoleum iMav 21
Water, Zenoleum June 17. .

.

Water, Zenoleum July 18

Ilenrsim I

('April 3
Moisture J April 26 . .

.

{ Mav 21 .

Buttermilk Tune 17.

Volumes in 10,000 rolumes of air.

10.00
3.34

50.04

10.00
7.78;

56.34

53..S7 .55.60

11.12
9.45

j

11.12'

8.8i>

11.12
8.89
9.45

13.34
11.12
12.23
26.68
41.13
55.00

12.23
13.34
10.00
9.45
13.34

7.78:

10.00

i

7.78,
61.16;

I

62.72

10.00

9.45
7.78

61.161
I

II.I2I

Aver
age-

9.86
6.67

66.86

58.21

11.46
11.12 113-341

,

I I.... /
11.12 10.001 8.89; 10.28
10.00! 8.89! 10.00 i 9 46
8.89;
9.45; 10.00

15.56 16.56 11 12
10.00
13.34 13.34 12.23
22.24 41.13 50.04
61.16 55.60 62.72
41.13 48.92 60.04

7.78:7.781

16.68 13.341

11.11

8.73

13.34

12.79
35.02
55.16
51.42

Open lioltom Praine Slate,

Water, MilV. Zenoleum
I
April 11....

Dry—Eggs i galvanized!
tray

: May 6

Model
I

Moisture, ( sprinkled )

'

Zenoleum Ai)ril 11

Moisture May 6
Buttermilk " July 18

I'eerlem !

Di'y / March 23and

w » •„ I .\prill6...
Buttermilk Mav 11 . .

.

Moisture, Zenoleum June 11 . .

.
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Cabbom Dioxidi III iKCVBATonr—Conchidtd.

Machine ihowing
condition.

1906 Cypheri

Moisture
Slightly moist Zenoleum

1906 Cypheri

Diy Zenoleum
Dry

Cortland

Buttermilk

Oontinuoui

Moisture

jucubttor Room
|

Dateiet.

May 6.

April 16 ... . 10.00
May 11 10.67

Volnmea in 10,000 volumee of air.

April i:

Iday 6

June 11...

April 16 to

July 26...

5.56
S.S9

6.56

10.00
8.89
3.34

7.78
8.89

5 66
10.00

12.23
7.78

5.66 7.78

8.89

8.89 18.23

11.12
7.78
7.78

9.46
4.45
6.54

11.12 7.78
6.64

Aver-
age.

8.89
8.22

6.56
9.26

8.89

10.70

7.00

i

, 1

Table XXII. Carbon Dioxide—Volumes in 10,000 Volumes of Air-
Average Results.

Hens.

Earth nest ^^'

Flat nest
37-14

Ventilated nest (hen in incubator) 24.00

All hens 31-93

Machines.

Dry, lamp fumes 58-21

Moisture, lamp fumes SS-^S

Moisture, carbon dioxide and zenoleum 55-'^

Moisture and carbon dioxide 43-22

Whole milk ".12

Buttermilk ".03

Whole milk and zenoleum »'•"

Moisture onlv '°-4'^

Dry :
9-15

Moisture and zenoleum °--*9

Water, milk and zenoleum 7-7^

Dry, zenoleum 5-8^

Incubator room 7-°^



Chemical Work in Connecdon With Incubation Problems.

By R. Harcourt, Professor of Chemistry, and H. L. Fulmer,
Demonstrator'in Chemistry.

The chemical work herein reported was undertalten with the object
of gaining: some definite information regarding the diy^bution of the
mineral constituents in the different parts of the egg, and to determine
the effect of different methods of incubation on the amount of these con-
stituents absorbed by the chick. Previous investigations carried on in
the department of Physics of this institution demonstrated the fact that
there was a large quantity of carbon dioxide gas around the eggs during
incubation by the hen. It is well known that carbon dioxide in the pre-
sence of moisture will dissolve calcium carbonate and that the shell of
the egg is composed largely of this substance ; consequently, the question
naturally arises, has the presence of this gas anything to do with the
greater vitality of the chicks incubated by the hen? This hypothesis was
further strengthened by the observed fact that, although the percentage
of eggs hatched was small, the chicks obtained from incubators in which
lamp fumes were present were generally strong and vigorous. It was
hardly thought that the humidity of the air under the hen or in the incu-
bator was sufficient to allow the carbon dioxide to dissolve any appreciable
amount of the lime, yet it was thought that the point was worth investi-
gating.

The plan of our investigation vas to determine the amount of lime
(CaO) and phosphoric acid (P2O5) r. a number of eggs from several hens,
and then to ascertain the amount 01 these constituents in the chicks got
by different methods of incubation from the eggs of the same hens. As
it would, obviously, be impossibio to analyze an egg and to get a chick
from the same egg, we had to analyze a number of eggs from each of
several hens and thus obtain figures that would be approximately correct
for comparison in the after work.

Method of Analysis.

An outline of the methods employed i.i separating the different parts
of the egg and of making the analysis is as follows :

Proportion of Shell. White, and Yolk. This part of the work re-
quired no special skill, since the different parts were separated in a
strictly mechanical way. The egg was first freed of all adhering foreign
matter as completely as possible, and then weighed. The parts were next
separated and placed in tarred dishes and weighec', their total weight being
checked v "th the original weight obtained.

As our object in studying the composition of the original egg was
to obtain figures with which to compare the composition of the chick

[57]



after incubation, the membrane lining the shell was included with the

latter, since this membrane is not absorbed by the chick, but left behind.

The white was drained from the shell as completely as possible, while

the chalaza, which is that part of the white that joins it to the yolk, was
clif^ed off with a pair of sharp scissors as near as could be without injur-

ing the yolk.

A very convenient way of separating the white from tl j yolk was by
making an opening in the shell, just large enough for the white to stream

through, and yet small enough to withhold the yolk. After the white was
all out, the opening was enlarged enough to allow the escape of the yolk.

Rapid separation could be made in this way.

Calcium and Phosphorus in the different parts of the Egp. Methods
of making solution : Since phosphorus is volatile* and cannot be deter-

mined by incineration and examination of the ash, all the solutions were

made in the wet way, using strong nitric acid as the oxidizing agent.

Shell, this being largely of calcareous nature, readily goes into solu-

tion on treatment with strong hydrochloric acid. The broken shell was
placed in a beaker, covered with a watch glass to prevent loss during the

vigorous effervescence due to the escape Qf carbon dioxide, and the acid

gradually added, till most of the carbonate was attacked, after which

solution was completed by gentle heating. At this stage nothing is left

undissolved, except the lining membrane, which is easily oxidized and
decomposed by boiling the solution for half an hour with i or 2 cubic

centimeters of strong nitric acid. When solution was effected, the whole

was made up to a volume of 250 cc. and aliquot parts of this taken for the

several estimations.

White and Yolk. Since the greater part at least of the calcium and

phosphorus is present in the white and yolk of the egg in an organized

condition, it is necessary that a complete disorganization be accomplished

in order that these elements be liberated and brought into a condition from

which they can be isolated by the precipitating reagent, which is used in

their estimation. Cariust has found that the phosphorus of organic

material can be completely removed by oxidizing the substance with strong

nitric acid; while in our work here, by comparing with the ashing method,

it was found that the method which removed phosphorus removed the

calcium also. Consequently, we used nitric acid for oxidizing the phos-

phorus, and the solution thus obtained was also utilized for the determin-

ation of calcium.

As the phosphorus of both the white and yolk is probably present in

combination with proteids, bodies which are comparatively easily oxidiz-

able, we carried out the digestion with nitric acid in the ordinary Kjeldahl

*V. Barmbauer found that Vitcllin, which, when treated with nitric acid

gives 3 per cent, of phosphoric acid, yields barely 0.3 per cent, of ash. (Fre-

senius, Vol. II., p. 120, Cohn.)

tFresenius, Vol. II., p. 116, Cohn.
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digestion flasks used in nitrogen estimations. A small quantity of hydro-
chloric acidt was also used to hasten the liberation of oxygen from the

Ttl^ Xf!"^ u
"'"'*'

V"^
•'*=•'•'""*= exhausted more was added from time

LnE;
After about one hour's digestion solution was usuaUy effected andnothmg but the elaidm formed from the fats was left. This latter was

e.-.s,ly filtered off and then the solutions were made up to a volume of
250 cc. with water.

'^

Determinations.

Calcium
: Aliquot parts of the solution wore used, and the calcium

precipitated with ammonium oxalate and determined in the usual way
Phosphoric acid (P.O.;;)

: Aliquot parts were used from which the
hydrochloric acid was expelled by repeated evaporation with nitric acid.
Th,. phosphoric acid was then determined volumetrically. as outlined inMethods of Analysis under Optional Volumetric Method, p. 13.

Calcium in the Chick : The contents of the egg (the chick) after incu-
bation were not examined for phosphorus and the method of extracting
the calcium was changed for one which was not quite so exacting on timeand material. The shell and membrane were completely removed and
discarded.

Method of Making Solution : The chick was placed in a porcelain
dish and incinerated more or less completely. Complete carbonization isas far as the process need be carried, for at that stage all mineral constitu-
ents are freed from their organic combinations. After combustion the
contents of the dish were pulverized and extracted with successive portions
of strong hydrochloric acid until exhaustion was complete. The different
extracts were then combined and made up to a volume of 2?o cc with
water. "^

Determination: Aliquot portions of the solution were pipetted off
treated with a small quantity of ferric chloride to remove phosphoric acid'
neutralized with ammonia and the ferric phosphate and ferric hydrate
fi tered off and washed. Calcium was precipitated from the combined
filtrate and washings with ammonium oxalate and estimated in the usual
way.

The results obtained arc as follows :

JMethods of A.O.A.C, A under total phosphoric acid in fertilizers, p. 12.

I
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Tawlb XXIIl. LiMK AMD PiiMrRMUc AciD IS DinmuMT EouK raoM thi Same Hem.

Egg No.

17.

SI

n

Average.

880

Average.

40

Percentage weight
of

Per cent, of phoe-
phoricatid(P,0.)

in

Average . .

.

856

Average...

249

Average.

805

Average.

«06

Average .

.

617

Average.

66.02
63.74
62.16
62.90
64-33
63.83

62.66
61.26
49.48
47.61
60.85

64.80
54.76
60.94
67.41
62.60
56.43
64.32

46.14
43.39
44.27

63.63
53.61
51.07
43.03
47.25
49.70

50.54
60.60
49.65
47.80
47.93
52.60
49.89

61.32
55.29
52.76
66.29
50.78
63.29:

66.76
68.09
64.94
68.83
67.78
66.28

i

13.6
14.2
13.9
13.1
12.9
13.6

14.1

12.6
12.9
12.6
13.1

12.4
12.8
13.0
11.9
13.6
12.6
12.

12.1

12
12.1

11.6
12.2
12.3
9.6
13.3
15.8

14.8
13.7
12.3
13.1

12.9
13.1

13.3

11.8
11.5
12.6
11.6
12.6
12.0

11.6
10.5
12.5
11.3
12.6
11.9

S

64 4
65.9
55.3
67.5
66 8
66.0

63.2
52.3
53.0
58.0
52.8

63.3
62.6
50.7
62.6
53.9
62.4
52.6

52.8
51.0
61.9

59.8
53.7
60.4
65.3
60.7
61.0

52
65
55.6
55.4
55.1
56.3
55.0

56.6
63.3
52.8
54.8
53.5
54.0

60.3
59.7
59.0
63.8
64.2
61.4

32.li
29.9:

30.8
29.4
30.3
30.5

32.7
36.1
34.1
34.1
34.1

34.3
34.6
36.3
35.5
32.5
35.0
34.7

35.1
37.0
36.1

28.6
28.1
27.3
25.1
26.0
27.0

33.1
30.6
32.1
31.5
32.0
30.6
31.6

32.6
35.2
34.6
33.6
:«,«
M.O

28.1
29.8
28.5
24.9
23.2
26.9

.2676

.3000

I
'S

.01&5

Per cent, of lime
(OaO) in

«

00

.2647

.3703

.3376

.2912

.3134

.0068

.0083

.0060

.0099

.0166

.0076

.0194

.0060

.0124

.80001 39.89

.8306

.1909 .0104

.1991 .0102

.2639 .0098

.2256 .0100

.2686 .0268

.2165 .0087

.2273 .0127

.3174 .0107

.3362 .0138

.3263 .0123

.2162 .0176

.2676 .0121

.2531 .0129

.2289 .0109

.:i492 .0142

.2630 .oi:«

.3146 .0194

.3170 .0200

.3600

.3520 .0095

.3698 .00961

.3116 .0103

.3375 .0138

.3459 .0257

.3832 .0136

.4274 0127

.3067 .0082

.320.1

.3567 .oiei

.3404 .0187

.3295 .0187

.2575 .0092

.2445 .0103

.2229 .0127

.2608 .0139

.4144

.bi68

.6165

.7881

.6810

.3900

.6746

.flC*»4

.6899

.7074

.4476

.6966

.4884

.8156

.6242

.8120

.6161

.7136

.9062

.8359

.8055

.7149i

.5850!

.7495i

.9137

.7888

.7610

.6160!

.5256!

.6609;

.7110!

38.23

i
"̂5

>

.0269

39.06

36.44
40.10
43.17
40.63
40 09

41.98
41.66
41.67
42.24
41.07
42.181

41.801

38.06
39.99
39.03

37.53
40.90
37.79
34.69
40.09
38.20

36.37
38.96
38.511
39.53
41 .38

39.84
39.10

.94751 39.37

.71301 46.48

.4156! 41.82

.4938 41.94

.8569i 41.33

.6853 41.99

.8622

.7464

.4435

.5569

.5216

38.15
38.66
39.44
37.08
37.19
38.10

.0073

.0159

.0166

.0167

.0312

.0113

.0223

.0109

.0180

.0138

.0136

.0235

.0083

.0223

.0191

.0168

.0127

.0148

.0138

.0253

.0403

.0414

.0288

.0381

.0348

.0290

.0178

.0076

.0248

.0196

.0198

.023

.0085

.0209

.0179

".6i75

.0261

.0279

.0164

.0229

.0353

.0257

.1992

!2276
.1684
.1984

.1946

.2064

.1896

.1763

.1012

.2078

.1894

.1697

.1774

.1718

.1831

.1781

.1473

.1827

.2240

.1984

.1166

.1535

.1981

.2U

.17
'

.2034

.1706

.1783

.1897

.1946

.2188

.2188

.1927

.2162

.1420

.1621

.1471

.1471
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The eggs were, with the exception of Nos. 17 and 517, rather under

the average weight, and tiiey were not uniform in weight. The greatest
variation appears to be in the quantity of shell, although this may be
partly due to the fact that, while the white of the tgg was drained away
as completely as possible, the shell was not washed to remove the last
traces of the albumen. This may also account for the slightly high pro-
portion of shell.

n ^ n r

Regarding the distribution of the phosphoric acid and lim-, it is evi-
dent that tiie yolk contains the largest proporti.m of the phosphoric acid,
and the shell the most lime, while, as would naturally be expected, the
white of the egfr contains but little of these constituents.

To bring out more clearly the average weight of the eggs and the
distribution of the lime and phosphoric acid in the several parts, the aver-
age results obtained from the analyses of the different eggs from the same
hen are given in the following table

:

TaBLB XXIV. AVER.VOl PlRCENTAliK AmoINT Of LiME AKD PlIOSfllORIC AflD
IX Kciflg KRoM Different Henh.

EgKNo.

•8

JS

«
it

I!

I

Pen-entace weight
ot

17 63.83i

360 ' 60.85
40 64.32
356

i 44.27
249 49.70
805

i
49.89

696 53.29
617

; 65.28

Per t-ent. of nhoe-
jihoric aciii in

Per cent, of liine

in

_. 1

3
j

00 1

56.0

I
\

30.5

01

a.

.2.SS3 .00(«» .6165

1

39.06 .01H713.5'
.1984

13.1 52.8 34.1 ..{I.54 .0124 .60,S4 40. (W ,0189 .1912
12 / 52.6 34.7 .2273 .0127 .6242 41.80 .0168 .I»26
12.1. 51.9 36.1 .3263 .0123 . 71.36 39,03 .01:^8 .1627
15.8 61.0 27.0 .2(i30 .0136 . 745*5 38.20 .0.348. .1981
13.3 55.0 31.6 .3376 .0138 .7110 3it.l0 .0198- .1897
12.0 .54.0 34.0 .:«67 .0151 .6853 41.99 0175 .2162
11.9,

1

61 2 26.9 .2t!0it

1

.0139 .5216 liS.lO .0257

i

.1471

The above average results show extremes of from 44.27 to 65.28
grams in the average weight of eg^s for different hens, a difference of
over 21 grams, and a variation of nearly 10 per cent, in the amount of
the white of the t%%.

The following table shows the absolute average weights of the dif-

ferent parts of the eggs and of the phosphoric acid and lime in the shell

and in the contents, that is, in the yolk and white combined

:



Tabu XXV. Avbraob Whuht or Ecuitt a « > ma Phcni'Hork- Aat) AXh Limb

IN Bhbli. and CoNTK>r« (gTBmi).

EftgNo.

17
300
40
866
249
806
6v6
617

i 1
1

6

i .

'

II
'A <

6 63.83
4 6().86

6 54.32
O 44.27

4 40.70
« 4M.8»i

6 63.201

6
66.28J

Vv«ra(fc ^^eichto(
Averam
P,0,Tn

Averaft"
CaOin

1

1

.*

1

..,i 1 '. 14

1
!

.0248

1

.1363

1 1

», 3.431 .0436

6.5 •J^.y: \. oo .0206 .1062 2.H22 .0378

rt.M 28 - 66 .016- .1206 2 HUl .0337

5 :u "> < S V w .Cl-4 .1114 2.032 .0286

6. •• •J,, h; I
1 lo r >

64 2.483 .0312

6.«f ; 44 lo.i' I
- i4» 2.694 .0349

6 ; •JS 7(| 1 !• :a» .1270 2.601 .0431

7.jrr '.J.i'i, Ul06i .1187 2.908 .0J1B4

.1.1,

The above data show that the lime- in the cont< nts of the egg varies

from a little less than .03 grams to over .04 grams, a very small amount

to supply all the lime necessary for the formation ol bone in the young

chick.

To ascertain the absolute weight of lime in the chick at different

stages of the period of incubation, we took eggs from the incubators

eleven days and twenty days from the commencement of incubation and

determined the amount of lime in the partially developed and fully

developed chick. It was soon found that after eleven days of incubation

there was practically the same amount of lime in the partially dtveloped

chick as there was in the contents of the original egg, but that at the end

of the incubation period there was a very decided increase. The eggs

used in this part of the work in the June hatch were from the .same hens

as the eggs analyzed earlier in the season. It was impossible to secure

eggs from the same hens for the study of the July hatch, but then- is such

a wide difference between the average lime content of the fresh ogg and

that of the youn^,' chick at the end of incubation period that it docs not

.seriously affect the results. Unfortunately we were unable to take up the

work of determining the lime content of the chicks until so late in the

sea.son that we could not study more than one batch with each incubator.

Conseqeuntly, the results obtained are not so reliable and conclusive as if

a number of hatches with each method of incubation could have been

examined. However, some very interesting facts have been ascertained,

and the work will be continued another year. The following table gives

the results obtained so far :

—
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Ta-ui So. XXV,. W,u.„, or L.m. ., Cue . At D.rr.«,.vT P«.o,. or Ikc«..t,o«.

ig

Nanw of
Incubator. Treatment.

t

•Si n - el

mm Ii«*iiiiirlii.

Jiiili' lliilrh I

iWlli Cypher- Drv ,, ,

'

.. .. n ••

.. n ••

I .. a* ••

I .. 'M _••

Pi-erlwi ^Dry. hot water maihine '.'.'.' f\ ••

••••" ••

:•
:::.!!: ::

:: : ::::»
... 20 •

627
nwi

537
>27

tm

40
4()

517

806
806
300
360
517
617
360

360

360
360

.Oi

40|

40|

440'

195!

Continiuiu«
Hatcher \\ miiuII Hinoma of inoiKtiire •'0

i ..
-'•

JO
20
20
20

Hen

20

20
20

20
'20

20

McKle

93
590
502
476
164

57
602
590
311

93
84
93

311

hilji Ihilrh.
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Dry 20
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.0340

.0372
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.1707
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.o:{uo,

.0386

.1830

.1267

1697:

1830'
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.14(12;

.15K0

.141..

.165(1

. 1482

.1822

.2017!

.HMD

.2042

.2030

.2017

.2000

.li;{7

.1197

l")H4

.1710

.21H2

Apiwrently weak.
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.l(i«K)

.21.'>7

.12-271
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.1927

.2202
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.19.'{.5

.19N5

.2:il2

.2160

.2157

Yolk alworl)e<l, thitk
half out of ghell.

Yolk ulwort»f<i, chick
picking.

Yolk atworlxHl.

1
Appurcntly weak,

I
volk rot al)W)rtHHl,

I-
hrowni ii vfllow in

I
Polor, tllin .ami
waterv.

Nearly out of shell,
yolic al)8firl)»'(l.

Not a^J-trong lo<.iiin*f

chi«kiiiatcht-.l.

Yolk abe..rl)«!d.
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Tabli No. XXVII. WBioHf or Limi im Chick at DirraMirr Puioos or

IncuBATioM—Continued.

167
476

602
311
602
167
84
196

620
476
690
Sll
93
662
662
167
93
476
690
Sll
164
84
613
613

lArtiflcal CO a, H,0 used as

i moiBtare

Disinfected with Zenoleum,
H,0 uie<l aa moisture

Hen

20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
;20

20
:20

20
J2O
20
20
20
20
20

.'20

.'20

.2160

.2262

.2162

.1647

.1982

.1727

.2176

.2070

.1965

.2062

.2142

.2062

.2330

.2327

.1560

.1592

.2066

.1832

.2010

.2176

.1787

.2152

.2280

As each chick was taken from the shell notes were made on its appar-

ent strength. It will be observed that in every case where the chick was

marked as "weak" there was a very low absorption of lime, and where

it was noted as being unusually strong, there was a large absorption.

In this case only decided differences in appearance were noted, but in

view of the above result more careful notes will be made in future work.

In this connection it may be noted that the lime content of the chicks of

the June hatch is lower than that of the July hatch, and Mr. Graham of

the Poultry department reports that the chicks of the former month were

inferior in vitality. ....
It is very probable that there is a vital force m the egg which imparts

vitality to the chick. For instance, egg No. 360 in nearly every case

produced a chick with a high lime content, and egg No. 40 in every case

gave a chick with a low lime content, and three of them were noted as

being unusually weak.
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It IS also quite probable that the method of incubation has something
to do with the lime content of the chick and possibly with the vitality of
the chick. The five chicks from the Continuous Hatcher were, with one
exception, low in lime, and it was found that these chicks did not thrive
well

;
while all the chicks from the Prairie State machine, in which there

.
were lamp fumes, were high in lime and were strong and thrifty.

From what has been noted in the two preceding paragraphs it is
quite evident that, in order to get results which shall give a strictl'y fair
and comparable basis on which to compare the merits of different methods
of incubation, a series of eggs must be selected such that it is possible
to have them appear in each incubator. It is also indicated, when the
June and July hatch are compared, that it is quite necessary to select this
series of eggs in as nearly the same season of the year as possible, or in
other words, that fresh eggs should be selected for setting.

The following table has been prepared to show the average lime
content of the chicks from the different methods of incubation, the amount
of carbon dioxide present, the percentage hatch, and the vitality of the
chicks as indicated by the percentage number alive at the end of four
weeks. In making up the average weight of lime in the chick all amounts
below .1600 grams have been discarded; because all chicks containing
less than that amount of lime were abnormally weak.

Tabli No. XXVIII. Aviragi Waionr of Lim in Chicks Wrrn Differemt MBTRoca
OF iNCrBATIOX.

ipar-

was
here

tion.

It in

ork.

cs of

m of

were

jarts

case

case

d as

GJ4

June Hatch.
Cypheri, dry
Peerlew, dry, hot water machine
Continuoua Hatcher. A little moisture
Hen

July Hatch.
Model, buttennillE
Prairie State, lamp fumes, dry
Prairie Rtate, dry
Prairie State, artificial COj and H^O used af

moisture ".

Prairie State, zenoleum and moieiture

Hen
Average of hens set during whole season

.1796

.1788

.1736
*.1966

.2047

.2056

.1930

.1988

.2076

.2106

o B"am

8.22
9.16
10.70

10.0
68.21
8.73

SI .42

7.26

31.93

jd
u
* p

8|

46.1
60.2
68.0

66.3
43.6
49.8

57.08
62.0

66.0

««B_«2

23.06
62.86
63.0

53.00
36.5
30.07

49 I

64.0

66.1

*.VI1 eggs use<l for analyses.
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On looking over the above table it will be seen that the average

lime content of chicks got by different methods of incubation was lower
in June than in July, but in both months the chicks from the hen show
the largest amount. There is apparently no connection between the
amount of lime absorbed by the chick and the amount of carbon dioxide
surrounding the egg during incubation. It has been found that large
amounts of carbon dioxide are given off from the egg itself during incuba-
tion, and it is very probable that the gas from this source would have a
greater dissolving effect upon the carbonate of the shell than that in the
surrounding atmosphere. This would be true, because it is acting in the
presence of liquid moisture.

While we do not wish to draw any definite conclusion on the com-
paratively small amount of work which has as yet been done, still we
think it worthy of note that there appears to be some relation between
the lime content of the chick and its vitality, as indicated by the per cent.

of chicks alive at the end of four weeks. Where lamp fumes were used
there is an apparent exception to this, as the percentage vitality is low.

This may be explained, however, by the fact that wherever this method of

incubation has been used the percentage hatch is low; but. at the same
time, these chicks are always strong and vigorous. It may also be
noted that the Continuous Hatcher gave chicks low in lime, and of a

high vitality, yet, while a large percentage of these chicks lived through
the four weeks' period, they did not prove to be thrifty, thus further

bearing out our previous tentative statement, that there is a marked
relationship between lime content and vitality.

We are not prepared, with the insufficient data which we have at

hand, to give the above hypothesis with reference to the relationship

between lime content and vitality as a definite conclusion, nor to state

what conditions in incubation will cause the maximum absorption of

lime; but we feel that the point is worthy of further study.






